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FOREWORD

In the summer of 2020, it was estimated that as many as 26 million people took to the streets to protest not only
the killing of George Floyd, but the systemic racial violence that American policing had come to represent in the
eyes of millions of people around the nation and around the world. During this time, thousands called for alternatives to punitive policing and for an end to police brutality. Subsequently, the onus shifted to the mayors, the
city council people, the police chiefs — the managers of the policing systems around the nation — to respond.
In many instances, the temptation to elude the discussion of race and embrace the ever-present hope that
technology could offer a panacea to our society’s most fundamental racial justice problem proved too difficult
for many of these system managers to resist.
In times of crisis, law enforcement agencies increasingly turn to technology instead of instituting meaningful
reforms. Immediately, after police officers shot and killed Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri, law
enforcement agencies were encouraged to adopt body cameras as a potential “solution” to state violence. Yet
the number of people killed by law enforcement, and the disproportionate representation of Black and Brown
people in those figures, has not changed in the intervening seven years. Although already heavily in use at the
time, the international uprising against racism and state violence in the United States in the aftermath of the
killing of George Floyd, provided an opportunity to once again under the guise of technological innovation
use public outcry for reform as a tool to increase police power. These technologies use algorithms to mine vast
troves of data, directing law enforcement on where and who to police with the purported intention of removing
bias from policing. As a result, system managers around the nation too timid to look squarely into the face of
the racial realities highlighted by the protesters have again latched on to a faux technology grounded panacea.
Today, data-driven policing, buttressed by easy access to previously unimaginable data sets, is a burgeoning
movement that has been implemented by dozens of cities. It has facilitated more aggressive policing measures
than ever before and as opposed to “defunding the police,” it offers a “solution” that provides grounds for
dedicating even more resources to police departments, as body cameras did seven years ago.
Also, with over $100 billion spent annually on policing in the United States, it further drains resources that
could otherwise go towards supporting more effective methods of improving public safety, such as improving
healthcare, nonviolent crisis intervention programming, or climate justice efforts that could save lives lost
during increasingly common extreme weather events. And by embracing a pro-active policing model which
encourages the predicting of crime before it happens, data-driven policing facilitates the reification of
long-standing racial bias and allows the use of force to spike as it now will be justified by the veneer of science.
Ironically, as the millions of people who took to the streets called for investment into alternatives to policing
and an end to police violence, the data-driven policing response seems to represent the defiant antithesis to the
will of the people.
In contrast, this report by the National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers (NACDL) more properly
responds to the moment by engaging in a rigorous, thorough analysis of data-driven policing. It ultimately
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calls for the abandonment of its adoption, and transparency in jurisdictions where the train has already left the
station. By reminding decision-makers of the impact that these systems might have on constitutional rights,
privacy, and the ability of our youth the thrive, NACDL has done a true public service that I can only hope will
be disseminated far and wide.
In 1967, President Lyndon B. Johnson set up a commission to understand a wave of protests following an
incident of police brutality in Detroit that resulted in over 7,000 arrests. That 1967 report, called the Kerner
report, found that police “symbolize white power, white racism, and white repression” for significant numbers
of Black people.
Over 55 years later, the problems seem to have only intensified. The Department of Justice has conducted more
than 70 investigations of some of the nation’s largest local municipal policing regimes, finding a wide array
of evidence indicating deeply held racial hostility persists. Meanwhile, the broader impact of racially targeted
policing endures. Black Americans represent 13% of the U.S. population, yet comprise 40% of those incarcerated, and Black Americans are accordingly 2.5 times more likely to be arrested than their white counterparts. This
disparity is particularly troublesome for crimes like drug possession, where studies confirm that 5% of illicit
drug users are Black, yet they represent 29% of those arrested and 33% of those incarcerated for drug offences.
In other words, the disparities in punishment are not indicative of disparities in behavior. This is what systemic
racism looks like.
The nation’s criminal defense lawyers, more so than perhaps any other group in the nation, have the
knowledge, expertise, and power to bring this racially targeted policing regime to light and serve as a bridge
between today’s sad reality and the hope for our people to be able to live their lives to the best of their capacity
in an environment that provides dignity, community, and a sense of justice. This is part of that effort, and I
hope that you continue the work of building on the important accomplishment that this report represents.

Best Wishes,
Justin Hansford
Professor, Howard University School of Law
Executive Director, Thurgood Marshall Civil Rights Center
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

We find ourselves at a watershed moment for policing in the United States. Sparked by the continued tragic
killings of unarmed Black men, women, and children by police officers – and particularly the galvanizing
protests, demands, and efforts that have carried forward from the killings of George Floyd and Breonna Taylor
– calls to reform, transform, defund, dismantle, and abolish law enforcement have taken center stage in cities,
towns, and legislative halls throughout the United States. The families of victims who have been killed by police
officers, along with other impacted residents, activists, civil rights organizations, elected officials, government
agencies, and policing professionals, among many others, are pressing the need for radical change. Journalists
and news organizations are reporting on and amplifying the voices for transformation.
These actions and efforts have crystalized in response to policing practices that have harmed and hyper-criminalized individuals and communities of color. Over the last several years, U.S. Department of Justice investigations have revealed what residents of Black and Brown communities have long known and expressed:
that abusive and unconstitutional policing pervade their lives. The National Association of Criminal Defense
Lawyers (NACDL) convened a Task Force on Predictive Policing1 in 2017 to examine the rise, implementation,
and ramifications of data-driven policing technologies, and to offer comprehensive recommendations that
support transparency, safety, and due process.
From 2017 to 2019, the Task Force held meetings in Washington, D.C., Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco,
and New York City. At these meetings, the Task Force met with a diverse array of witnesses, including technologists and industry experts, law enforcement personnel, academics, attorneys, advocates, and community
stakeholders. The purpose of these meetings was to learn about the different types of technologies that police
departments currently use or have used in communities throughout the country, and the impact of these technologies on individuals, families, communities, and the criminal legal system.
In recent years, police departments have been turning to and relying on rapidly developing data-driven policing
technologies to surveil communities, track individuals and, purportedly, predict crime. These technologies
include algorithmic decision-making that departments claim can predict where crime is likely to occur, who
will likely commit crime, and who will likely be a victim. These algorithms are thus designed to interrogate
massive troves of data gathered in a myriad of ways, using inputs that can range from police-generated crime
reports to publicly available social media posts. The outputs are then used to make critical decisions about
patrols, or to make life-altering designations of individuals.
The Task Force chose to use the term “data-driven policing” to refer to the various technologies and practices
that were studied in order to avoid the shifting sands of terminology. In doing so, the Task Force understands that
other technologies that do not utilize automated decision-making systems can fall under this broad terminology,
but for the purpose of this report, data-driven policing is used to refer to the tools that analyze data to determine
where, how, and who to police. During the time that the Task Force studied the issue, Palantir, a company
that contracts with law enforcement agencies in major cities across the country, never described its tools as
“predictive policing.” The company instead advertises as a “data integration and analysis software platform.”2 As
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the term predictive policing fell out of favor, NYPD rolled out “precision policing,” which “combined predictive
policing analysis and community policing.”3
This Report identifies the racial overtones present in the historical development of data-driven policing
systems and the data they utilize, and looks to case studies of specific predictive policing systems to illuminate
how this technology invades personal privacy and operates as a confirmation-bias tool to justify over-policing
low-income communities of color. The purpose of this Report is to: (1) call attention to the rapid development
and deployment of data-driven policing; (2) situate data-driven policing within the racialized historical
context of policing and the criminal legal system; (3) make actionable recommendations that respond to the
reality, enormity, and impact of data-driven policing; and (4) suggest strategies for defense lawyers in places
where data-driven policing technology is employed.

Brief History of Policing and the Economics of Punishment
Modern policing traces its origins to “slave patrols,” a tool of racist oppression. Policing has been stitched into
the fabric of the country since its founding over 400 years ago. As both a practice and a profession, policing
has evolved over the centuries. Even after the Civil War and the Thirteenth Amendment, a loophole in the
Amendment’s text legalizing enslavement as a “punishment for crime” turned antebellum slave patrols into a
policing and criminal legal system designed to criminalize, incarcerate, and otherwise punish Black people in ways
that strongly resembled and replicated slavery. Black Codes and vagrancy statutes were used to hyper-criminalize,
imprison, and exploit Black people for financial gain.4
When the criminal legal system began shifting to models rooted in incapacitation and deterrence during
the 1970s, individuals and communities without social and political capital increasingly lost access to law
enforcement services. Police departments were overwhelming white, were largely unresponsive, and often
showed outright hostility to the needs of Black residents. In the decades that followed, policing strategies
focused on zero tolerance, broken-windows, and an escalation of the War on Drugs, and systematically targeted
Black communities for surveillance and incarceration. Following the 9/11 terror attacks, police departments
militarized in the name of national security and terrorism prevention, but the result was heightened surveillance of the public, particularly communities of color.
One can draw a direct line from this history to the hyper-criminalization of Black men, women, and children
today, along with the economic incentives embedded in the modern criminal legal system. Police officers
continue to serve as arbiters of who is introduced to the system and who is not. Law enforcement strategies and
tactics that criminalize and capture poor Black, Indigenous and People of Color (“BIPOC”) men, women, and
children, continue. A historical analysis of policing thus demonstrates two aspects of policing that are constant
over time: first, policing is rooted in the control and criminalization of Black people; and second, lawmakers,
prosecutors, and courts have historically given deference to law enforcement concerning their practices.

Brief History of Surveillance and the Rise of Big Data
An estimated 2.5 quintillion bytes of data are now generated every day.5 With the ability to digitize, track, and
store nearly every aspect of information, from Internet searches and social media posts to cell phone calls and
retail purchases,6 individuals are constantly contributing “to a growing trove of data as they go about their daily
lives,”7 and such data plays an ever-expanding role in the surveillance of individuals and communities, and in
determining who, where, and when police officers monitor, encounter, search, and arrest.
Contemporary data-driven programs in policing emerged from repeated attempts by criminologists, legal
scholars, and law enforcement agencies to quantify and measure the complex social processes behind crime
and disorder. Though these programs may vary in the types of data and techniques they employ, all of them are
inevitably shaped by prior policing patterns, historical crime reports, and other records compiled by the police
themselves. As such, data-driven policing obscures the discretion, biases and human decision-making inherent
in the production of such data.8
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The technological tools used to organize and interrogate police data are the natural extension of tactics that
have been employed over centuries of policing. Data collected and organized by law enforcement agencies
have long-informed police actions, and reflect the implicit bias and explicit racism of policing as an institution.
Using algorithmic tools to interrogate massive troves of police data does not correct for biased or racist policing
practices; rather, it entrenches them. As such, the technological tools that are guiding modern day policing
practices must be analyzed within the historical context that birthed them.
Modern-day policing is fueled by an almost unfettered access to immeasurable amounts of personal data,
ensuring that officers have seamless access to criminal intelligence at the local, state, and federal level. As
such, law enforcement databases are frequently exempt from complying with the same constitutional and
legal standards that govern criminal investigations. Even with information that would normally require a
warrant, law enforcement agencies can purchase the data from commercial data brokers without the need for
a subpoena or warrant. With such an unfathomably massive amount of data being constantly generated, police
departments are perpetually at risk of employing predictive algorithms trained on erroneous or irrelevant data,
or even data manipulated by the police themselves. Research and scholarship have repeatedly found that these
databases are often riddled with errors, and that “biases in the databases themselves, based on how data are
collected, may also lead to disparate outcomes.”9 Indeed, all data-driven policing systems run the risk of being
built on an incomplete and biased understanding of where crimes take place and who is actually committing
them, with real costs to communities already under pervasive police scrutiny and surveillance.

The Landscape of Data-Driven Policing
Today, data-driven policing encompasses the many surveillance technologies, tools, and methods employed by
police officers to visualize crime, target “at-risk” individuals and groups, map physical locations, track digital
communications, and even collect data on individuals and communities. This can include any approach that incorporates a clear reliance on information technology, criminology theory, and predictive methods in policing.10
At its core, predictive algorithms in policing programs are the “data-driven incarnation”11 of what criminologists
have been attempting to achieve for decades: to analyze past events, infer broader patterns, and to then use
those insights to “prevent” future crime.
According to a report published by the RAND Corporation, predictive methods in policing can generally be
divided into four broad categories: (1) methods for predicting crimes, or approaches used to forecast places
and times with an increased risk of crime; (2) methods for predicting offenders, or approaches that identify
individuals at risk of offending in the future; (3) methods for predicting perpetrators’ identities by creating
profiles that accurately match likely offenders with specific past crimes; and (4) methods for predicting victims
of crimes by identifying groups, or in some cases, individuals who are most likely to become victims of crime.12
In order to implement these methods, predictive policing employs a variety of machine learning algorithms.
Since the developers of data-driven policing technologies often assert trade secret evidentiary privileges
to deny public access to the inner workings of their algorithms, the types of machine learning used in such
programs are relatively unknown, and because many of these tools built on these algorithms are relatively new,
or are continuing to change alongside advancements in technology, all are “are relatively untested, with only a
handful of studies, reports, or empirical validation across jurisdictions.”13 Once predictions are made, “there is,
generally, no standard for how police should use the predictions,”14 meaning the technology gives an objective
façade to more traditional policing tactics.
Place-based data-driven policing programs are built upon the premise that crime is not evenly dispersed geographically, and that certain places are expected to experience higher rates of crime over a certain period of
time. Like “hot spot policing,” or the identification of geographically-bound spaces associated with a proportionally greater number of criminal incidents or heightened victimization risk, place-based crime forecasting
visualizes the spatial and temporal distribution of crime to purportedly “predict” areas with future criminal
activity. NACDL found that the use of predictive algorithms in place-based crime forecasting produced harmful,
self-perpetuating feedback loops of crime predictions, in which officers would repeatedly patrol neighborhoods
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that had been disproportionately targeted by law enforcement in the past, and were thus overrepresented in the
historical crime data used to train and build predictive crime algorithms.
Police departments also rely on person-based data-driven policing programs to predict who is most likely
to commit crimes, in addition to who is likely to become the victim of a crime. The algorithms behind these
programs are designed to interrogate massive troves of data gathered in a myriad of ways, with inputs ranging
from police-generated crime reports to publicly available social media posts. The outputs are then used to make
critical decisions about patrols, or life-altering designations about which individuals need to be suspected,
surveilled, and encountered by law enforcement. These programs are enabled by law-enforcement databases
and have been shown to lead to the increased enforcement and arrests of predominantly Black and Brown
young men.
Among these databases are gang databases, which are localized within cities or similar jurisdictions, and
encompass a broad swath of identifying data on individuals known, suspected, believed, or assumed to be gang
members, associated with gang members, or affiliated with gang members. BIPOC communities comprise the
vast majority of individuals listed on these databases, with Black men being the most overrepresented group.
Individuals can be certified as gang members simply based on their appearance or location, or even their likes,
comments and connections on social media, often without being notified of their inclusion in such a database
or given the opportunity to challenge that designation. In addition to being over-inclusive, hyper-racialized,
and non-transparent, NACDL found that these databases are riddled with errors, and have even included young
children and infants.
Though data-driven policing programs may be designed to lower citywide violence levels and marketed as
intervention opportunities for the benefit of communities, empirical research studies have repeatedly found
that such tools fundamentally remain a law enforcement deterrence tool. Some programs have resulted
in heightened risk of arrest, in addition to enhanced federal and state sentencing options, for designated
individuals sweapt into their broad net. For example, individuals included in gang databases are subject to
increased police surveillance and monitoring, and can also face enhanced criminal charges upon arrest.
Person-based data-driven policing programs have historically been shrouded in secrecy, with police
departments frequently using social media monitoring tools and techniques to surveil individuals, groups, and
communities without their knowledge. Data obtained through social media posts and text messages are increasingly being used to not only populate gang databases, but as primary evidence in criminal investigations,
with no effective means of oversight to limit the extent of surveillance.

Critical Analysis of Data-Driven Policing
Methodological Problems
Though prediction has always been a fundamental part of policing,15 the emergence of predictive algorithms
in policing was considered particularly novel for its alleged ability to apply artificial intelligence to quantities
of data once considered too large and too complex for police departments to analyze.16 Its proponents have
since claimed that predictive policing programs can lower crime, revolutionize public safety, and help under-resourced departments “do more with less,”17 while critics have argued that such programs produce self-perpetuating feedback loops of crime prediction, placing historically over-policed individuals and communities
at further risk of harm. The Task Force found the latter, that these programs entrench existing biases and
exacerbate the disproportionate impact of policing on BIPOC, low income and other marginalized communities.
If crime data is to be understood as a “by-product of police activity,”18 then any predictive algorithms trained
on this data would be predicting future policing, not future crime.19 Neighborhoods that have been disproportionately targeted by law enforcement in the past will be overrepresented in a crime dataset, and officers will
become increasingly likely to patrol these same areas in order to “observe new criminal acts that confirm their
prior beliefs regarding the distributions of criminal activity.” 20 As the algorithm becomes increasingly confident
that these locations are most likely to experience further criminal activity,21 the volume of arrests in these areas
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will continue to rise, fueling a never-ending cycle of distorted enforcement.22 The biases held by police officers
and those reporting crimes, and correlations between attributes like race and arrest rates, will not only be
recognized and replicated by the algorithm, but directly integrated into the software “in a way that is subtle, unintentional, and difficult to correct, because it is often not the result of an active choice by the programmer.”23
With an increasing number of police departments already succumbing to the “pressures of managerial
techniques that emphasize quantitative measures of effective policing,”24 some experts have suggested that
data-driven policing strategies and tools have facilitated the return of broken windows policing. Since people
also have a tendency to believe a computer-generated report over that of a human-created report, predictive
policing programs and other automated decision-making systems often run the risk of “being trusted above
human judgment while simultaneously concealing potential unchecked errors.”25 Biases in machine learning
algorithms pose a “particularly insidious risk to disadvantaged groups by creating a pseudo-scientific justification for discriminatory treatment,”26 and while transparency can help prevent deliberate or semi-deliberate
discrimination, it cannot singlehandedly “correct the effects of the unintentional, institutional discrimination
embedded in the data itself.”27

Transparency, Trade Secrets, and Non-Disclosure Agreements
Intensified public scrutiny of these predictive algorithms has raised questions about how they are developed,
implemented, and marketed; why they are not subject to more review; and whether there are mechanisms in
place to properly assess their risks, vulnerabilities, and potential for greater societal harm. Moreover, the private
companies that build, market, and sell data-driven policing technologies not only claim propriety rights over
their methodologies, but assert such claims in response to subpoenas;28 effectively denying defense attorneys
and those accused in criminal cases information central to the defense.29
The lack of transparency with data-driven policing and its fundamental business model are deeply interwoven.
With private companies competing to build, market, and sell technology, police departments “are customers
or clients of private companies”30 — with some companies even providing technology to police departments
initially for free, with the goal of selling departments on the need to continue using the technology. As a result,
many departments often possess little to no insight into the inner workings of the systems they employ and
lack incentive to do so without explicit transparency measures in place. This lack of transparency jeopardizes
fundamental constitutional rights, public trust, and privacy, and cedes too much control to companies in the
private sector. This lack of transparency also extends to the adoption and use of the technology, and the ways in
which it undermines democratic governance. Most police departments do not inform impacted communities,
let alone legislators, that they are utilizing data-driven policing technologies, and rarely provide justification or
disclose the policies that govern a technology’s use.
While policing as a practice remains largely unchanged, the decisions that guide law enforcement today are
being outsourced to private entities with no perceived obligation to publicly disclose details of how their tools
actually work. It is consistent with historical trends that police departments are unchecked in their use of
expanding and invasive technology to surveil the public, and that law enforcement deploys this technology in
ways that continue to hyper-criminalize Black and Latinx individuals. By “tech-washing” racially biased policing
practices and hiding behind data-driven tools that collect, use, and produce skewed data, law enforcement
agencies are able to justify increased policing and surveillance in historically over-policed communities under
the veneer of technological neutrality and objectivity. In this way, data-driven policing perpetuates a self-reinforcing cycle of bias and inequity.

Impact on Youth
Children possess special protections in the juvenile court system, such as different sentencing guidelines, an
emphasis on rehabilitation over punishment, and criminal records that are sealed and typically expunged
once they turn eighteen years of age. In spite of this, many continue to be criminalized by highly secretive
data-driven policing technologies, tools, and programs that cause lifelong collateral consequences. These
inscrutable systems have been documented to be racially skewed, are riddled with errors, and have historically
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included children as young as eleven years old. Moreover, users rarely notify minors of their inclusion or offer
the ability to seek their removal from such systems.
Since the inception of these databases, “police officers have been racially profiling and tracking people –
primarily youth of color – suspected of ‘gang involvement’ often based on what they look like, where they live,
and how they dress.”31 These databases also allow law enforcement officers to share extensive information
about gangs, and to “collect, store, and analyze personal information about alleged gang members;”32 with many
of them “filled with the names and pictures of thousands of young people of color who have not been convicted
of any crimes.”33 As a result of these data-driven policing technologies, tools, and programs, many children
continue to be treated as adults in the criminal legal system, in violation of their fundamental rights to special
protection and to be tried by a specialized juvenile justice system.
For example, CalGang, a database widely used in California, listed 42 infants under the age of 1 as active gang
members.34 Moreover, because there is “no clear, consistent and transparent exit process” for those on the
database, it can be assumed that a significant proportion of “gang” designees were added in their teens and
preteens.35 The Chicago Police Department (CPD)’s database includes more than 7,700 people who were added
to the database before they turned 18, including 52 children who were only 11 or 12 years old at the time of
their inclusion.36 An investigation published by The Intercept identified hundreds of children between the
ages of 13 and 16 listed in the New York Police Department (NYPD)’s gang database in 2018.37 The Boston Police
Department (BPD) uses a point system to determine whether to include someone in its “Gang Assessment
Database”;38 making it possible for teenagers to be designated as gang members “simply because of the people
they’re being seen with,”39 and without any actual allegation of violence or criminal activity.
This provides “disturbing insights into the police targeting of young people,”40 and the ease with which officers
can add a minor to a database for having a tattoo symbolizing a gang, for wearing clothing associated with a
gang, or for repeatedly visiting “a gang area.”41 Because of the secrecy surrounding gang databases, some have
even referred to them as hidden “surveillance tool[s] for monitoring children;”42 with such monitoring often
taking place on social media, where officers can search a user’s publicly available account and posts; establish
an undercover account to interact with a targeted user; or use a search warrant to get additional information
about a specific user.43
Critics have additionally argued that gang databases — with opaque methods used to obtain intelligence and
data for such systems and little information available on how someone gets on or off these lists — function
like “black boxes,” making them a prime tool for racial profiling.44 Studies have also shown that once an
individual is listed in a gang database, they will likely encounter increased police attention and harassment.
Since gang databases make gang identification information significantly more accessible to law enforcement
officers, this has resulted in the more widespread stopping of young people of color, even without suspicion of
criminal activity.45

Impact on Constitutional Rights and the Criminal Process
Data-driven policing has proliferated so quickly that solutions lag for the myriad constitutional rights that are
implicated by its deployment and use. The aggregation and classification of vast and disparate types of personal
information raises serious concerns about the First, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Fourteenth Amendment rights for
those suspected and accused in criminal cases.
Data-driven policing raises serious questions for a Fourth Amendment analysis. Prior to initiating an investigative stop, law enforcement typically must have either reasonable suspicion46 or probable cause.47 Does a person
loitering on a corner in an identified “hotspot” translate to reasonable suspicion? What if that person was
identified by an algorithm as a gang member or someone likely to be involved in drug dealing or gun violence?
Can an algorithm alone ever satisfy the probable cause or reasonable suspicion requirement?48 The lack of
transparency and clarity on the role that predictive algorithms play in supporting reasonable suspicion determinations could make it nearly impossible to surface a Fourth Amendment challenge while replicating historic
patterns of over-policing.
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Data-driven policing databases may also work an end run around the Fourth Amendment by making law
enforcement privy to information that would otherwise require a warrant to access. The government rarely
discloses its use of data-driven policing technologies. Even if the use of the technology is a matter of public
record, the inputs used, training data, and algorithms are proprietary and therefore shielded from scrutiny. This
raises a number of due process issues that implicate a person’s right to a fair trial.
In Brady v. Maryland,49 the Supreme Court found that the government has an obligation to provide
defendants with evidence that is material to a determination of either guilt or punishment. The government’s failure to disclose the use of certain technologies or databases may raise a Brady issue since defense
attorneys will not have the opportunity to challenge whether the results or the tools themselves were
inaccurate or improperly deployed.
Algorithmic tools often use claims of proprietary software and trade secrets to shield their technology from outside
scrutiny. The companies that develop the tools conduct their own validation studies, rather than rely on independent
verification and validation, which is the accepted practice. Allowing companies with a financial interest in the success
of their tools to validate their own technologies with no outside scrutiny is scientifically suspect.50 It also frustrates
the ability of the defense to challenge the reliability of the science underlying the novel software.
As the Task Force heard throughout their investigation, data-driven policing tools often reinforce or even
exacerbate the racial biases that have always existed in policing. In other words, the government’s use of
data-driven policing software has a disparate impact on individuals of different races. Problematically, technological tools often enhance the discriminatory effect even as they make it more difficult for individuals to bring
an Equal Protection claim. According to legal scholar Aziz Huq:
The concerns of constitutional law simply do not map onto the ways in which race impinges on
algorithmic criminal justice. The result is a gap between their legal criteria and their objects.… The
replacement of unstructured discretion with algorithmic precision, therefore, thoroughly destabilizes
how equal protection doctrine works on the ground. 51
Part of the issue is that an Equal Protection claim against facially neutral government action requires that
a litigant show discriminatory intent as a threshold element.52 Data-driven tools are designed in a manner
whereby bias is buried beneath the technology. Because any bias is filtered through an algorithm, critics have
accused data-driven tools of “techwashing” 53 the biases inherent in the data. There is an inherent conflict
between the reality that machine learning is not advanced enough to formulate intent, and the fact that “the
unthinking use of algorithmic instruments will reinforce historical race-based patterns of policing.”54
Although First Amendment concerns are not primary in criminal prosecutions, there are several First Amendment
issues raised by data-driven policing programs and technologies. When people are criminalized based on their
associations and their participation on social media, they are subject to what Professor Elizabeth Joh calls the “surveillance tax.” As Joh writes, the intrusiveness of surveillance extends beyond arrest: “Knowledge of surveillance
alone can inhibit our ability to engage in free expression, movement, and unconventional behavior.”55
Gang designations and inclusion on lists of potential offenders are often based on proximity, associations,
social media interactions, comments and posts rather than facts and evidence. The low bar for inclusion in such
databases, the lack of notice, the inability to challenge one’s inclusion on the list and the real-world consequences of such designations create circumstances where young people are forced to live with the potentially
life-changing consequences of such designations based on communications that should be protected speech
under the First Amendment.

TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS ON DATA-DRIVEN POLICING TECHNOLOGIES

1. Top-Line Recommendation
Police departments must not utilize data-driven policing technologies56 because they are ineffective; lack
scientific validity; create, replicate and exacerbate “self-perpetuating cycles of bias”;57 deeply entrench
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existing inequities in the system; hyper-criminalize individuals, families, and communities of color; and divert
resources and funds from communities that should be allocated towards social services and community-led
public safety initiatives.
While the Task Force believes these technologies should never be used, it is clear that these technologies are
being considered or have been implemented in cities and towns across the country. Lack of access and transparency will hamper defense lawyers’ ability to properly represent their clients. The following recommendations
are for areas that are already using these technologies. These recommendations are in no way intended to serve
as principles for implementing such technologies. Rather, they are mitigation efforts intended to ensure the
most transparency and equity for people ensnared by these technologies, and to give defense attorneys the
notice and transparency they need to defend their clients.

2. Governing Use
Police departments seeking these tools must not adopt any data-driven policing technology without first
meaningfully engaging the communities where it would be deployed and without first securing approval for the
technology from the elected governing bodies that represent the impacted communities.
This process must include the residents of the communities where the data-driven policing technologies would be deployed, community organizations, organizations focused on youth from the impacted
communities, and attorneys with expertise in upholding the constitutional rights and civil liberties of
residents from impacted communities.
As part of engaging impacted communities about the proposed data-driven technology, resources must be
allocated to local governing bodies to host forums to present and describe the proposed law enforcement
technology to the residents of the impacted communities. These forums would also provide a space for
impacted communities and law enforcement to discuss the law enforcement need for the proposed technology,
detailing how the policies governing the use, scope, and limitations of the technologies would be implemented
within the defined law enforcement need. Resources and space should also be allocated to enable and empower
community members to provide feedback about the technology, and to address community concerns about
transparency, racial bias, and the impact of the proposed technology on civil liberties and constitutional rights.
If there is a majority consensus by state or local governments and impacted communities that the proposed
technology should not be used by law enforcement, then the technology should be prohibited.

3. Transparency
Prior to implementing any data-driven policing technology, law enforcement must adopt written policies
governing the technology’s use. Before adopting these policies, law enforcement departments must make draft
policies available to the public, provide the public with opportunities to comment on the draft policies orally
and/or in writing, and incorporate public comments into the final policies. For any technology already in use
but lacking such policies, law enforcement departments should immediately implement clear public policies
that detail the parameters, requirements, and conditions of use.
Tech companies and developers of data-driven policing technologies have asserted trade secret evidentiary
privileges as reason to deny defense discovery requests and subpoenas.58 To facilitate transparency and avoid
the exclusion of highly probative evidence,59 companies that create and supply data-driven policing technology
must waive, or otherwise not assert, claims of “trade secret privilege”60 and must disclose the methodologies used to build the technology to law enforcement, the impacted communities where law enforcement
departments intend to deploy the technology, the legislative bodies that represent the impacted communities,
and the attorneys within the jurisdiction who specialize in criminal defense and civil liberties to ensure that the
technologies are scientifically sound, are employed as intended, and are limited in scope to meet the articulated
law enforcement need.
Any data-driven policing technologies that are used should undergo validation studies that allow them to be
subjected to a Daubert or Frye analysis. As matters of constitutional due process rights guaranteed by the Fifth
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and Fourteenth amendments, all individuals must be notified of their presence on data-driven databases that
law enforcement departments access and utilize, including gang databases, strategic subject lists, and other
data collected through social media monitoring. These individuals must also be provided the opportunity,
through a private attorney or, if they cannot afford an attorney, an appointed attorney, to challenge their
inclusion on such databases, the data accumulated from the databases, and law enforcement’s interpretation of
the data, as well as to seek removal from the databases.
All individuals, in accordance with constitutional due process rights guaranteed by the Fifth and Fourteenth
Amendments, must be notified of their removal from any data-driven databases that law enforcement
departments access and utilize, including, but not limited to, gang databases and strategic subject lists.

4. Race Equity
The analysis that jurisdictions undertake when considering whether to adopt any data-driven policing technology
must be conducted through a race equity lens and include a racial impact statement. The “racial equity impact
assessment”61 must be conducted by experts trained in institutional and structural racism, as well as the history
of racialized policing. These experts should work with legislators, law enforcement, and community members
to examine the racialized impact of the proposed data-driven policing technology. If the racial equity impact
assessment of the proposed data-driven policing technology concludes that use of the technology would harm the
impacted community, the technology should be prohibited from use by law enforcement.

5. Accountability
If, through the processes detailed in Recommendations #2, #3, and #4, data-driven policing technologies have
been approved, law enforcement departments must adopt and issue written protocols ensuring integrity and
accountability, to ensure that the departments and the impacted communities can continuously monitor and
otherwise gauge the use and effectiveness of these technologies.
Integrity and accountability measures must include data-keeping, annual departmental reports on the use and
accuracy of the technology, measuring and evaluating the effectiveness of the technologies through auditing,
and, based on the results of these accountability measures, determining whether the use of the technology
should be modified or discontinued. All reports, evaluations, data, and accountability measures produced in
relation to data-driven policing technologies should be made available to the public.

6. Resources and Access for Defense Attorneys
In accordance with the constitutional rights to discovery and confrontation guaranteed by the Sixth
Amendment, prosecutors must provide to defense counsel notice and a description of data-driven policing
technology that law enforcement has employed or has otherwise relied upon in the case, as well as any data
based on the technology that the officers relied upon, assessed, or otherwise used in relation to the accused,
including Brady material and any other data accumulated against the accused. Defense counsel must then be
afforded time and resources to engage experts to analyze and interpret the data.
Defense lawyers must receive notice and training regarding the data-driven policing technologies employed
by law enforcement departments in their jurisdictions, including the federal and state constitutional rights
implicated by the technologies.
Defense lawyers should collaborate with other attorneys, technologists, and experts who understand the
data-driven policing technologies employed against their clients, and should seek to incorporate law enforcement’s use of the relevant tool(s) against their clients into all aspects of their representation.
Defense lawyers must have access to data-driven technology experts who can break down the technologies
and consult on defense strategies vis-à-vis the data-driven tools that law enforcement relied upon to suspect,
surveil, approach, or arrest, or otherwise employed against the accused.
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Resources for public defenders and court-appointed counsel must be increased to respond to data-driven
policing technologies in order to meet their constitutional obligation to provide zealous representation to
clients impacted by these technologies.

7. Courts
Courts and prosecutors must be trained annually on the data-driven policing technologies employed by law
enforcement departments, including the federal and state constitutional rights implicated by the technologies.
Judges must assess the reliability of a data-driven policing technology employed against the accused before
determining whether it justified a Fourth Amendment intrusion. Data-driven technology must not form part of
an officer’s calculation of reasonable suspicion, unless the technology can be shown through typical evidentiary
burdens that it is reliable.
Law enforcement authorities cannot utilize or otherwise rely upon data-driving technologies, such as gang
databases, in any way that infringes upon the right to association guaranteed by the First Amendment.

8. Children and Youth
State and local jurisdictions must enact laws, policies, and protocols that protect the federal constitutional
rights, state constitutional rights, and dignity interests of children and youth who are implicated or otherwise at
risk of being criminalized by data-driven policing technology.
Law enforcement authorities should not include children under the age of 18 on any law enforcement database,
or otherwise accumulate or access data specific to children under the age of 18 through social media monitoring
or other data gathering practices.
Young people between the ages of 18 and 25 are especially vulnerable, disproportionately included on
data-driven policing databases,62 and therefore must be provided notice of their presence on any databases that
law enforcement departments access and utilize, including gang databases, strategic subject lists, and other
databases that incorporate social media monitoring. Individuals must be provided the opportunity, through
a private attorney or, if they cannot afford an attorney, an appointed attorney, to challenge their inclusion on
such databases, the data accumulated, and law enforcement’s interpretation of the data, and, also, to seek
removal from the databases.
An individual’s ability to challenge their designation and inclusion on such databases, the data accumulated,
and law enforcement’s interpretation of the data should be ongoing, particularly given the impact of law
enforcement interactions with children and youth on their personal development, self-esteem, and educational
outcomes — including school attendance, suspensions, expulsions, and matriculation — and the correlation
between these factors and involvement with the juvenile and criminal legal systems.
Any data, records, or other information contained in any law enforcement database through any data-driven
policing technology and/or social media monitoring should be sealed and purged when the individual reaches
25 years of age, at which point the adolescent brain is fully formed.63
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INTRODUCTION

The United States finds itself at a watershed moment for policing. Sparked by the continued tragic killings
of unarmed Black men, women, and children by police officers – and particularly the galvanizing protests,
demands, and efforts that have carried forward from the killings of George Floyd and Breonna Taylor – calls
to reform, transform, defund, dismantle, and abolish law enforcement have taken center stage throughout the
United States. The families of victims who have been killed by police officers, as along with other impacted
residents, activists, civil rights organizations, elected officials, government agencies, and policing professionals,
among many others, are pressing the need for radical change. Journalists and news organizations are reporting
on and amplifying the voices for transformation.
These actions and efforts have crystalized in response to policing practices that have violated and hyper-criminalized individuals and communities of color. Over the last several years, U.S. Department of Justice investigations have revealed what residents of Black and Brown communities have long known and expressed: that
abusive and unconstitutional policing pervade their lives. This is signified by the police violence that has
taken, or otherwise jeopardized, the lives of men, women, and children of color; the lack of accountability for
officers who have killed, injured and otherwise abused; legal doctrine and rules that protect such officers; and a
criminal legal system that is omnipresent in the lives of individuals, families, and communities of color. Because
of these conditions, which have evolved over the course of 402 years, the need to transform law enforcement,
as well as the culture of criminalization, has long been urgent.
This Report discusses and analyzes one aspect of policing that calls for thorough examination: data-driven
policing. In recent years, police departments have been turning to and relying on rapidly developing data-driven
policing technologies to surveil communities, track individuals and, purportedly, predict crime. These technologies include algorithmic decision-making that departments claim can predict where crime is likely to occur,
who will likely commit crime, and who will likely be a victim. These algorithms are thus designed to interrogate
massive troves of data gathered in a myriad of ways, using inputs that can range from police-generated crime
reports to publicly available social media posts. The outputs are then used to make critical decisions about
patrols, or to make life-altering designations about individuals.
Included in this practice are law-enforcement databases, which police officers use to heighten levels of
suspicion against individuals on the databases, to surveil those individuals, and, in various ways, interfere
with their lives. Perhaps the most prominent of these databases, so-called “gang databases,” are comprised of
suspected gang members as well as individuals suspected by law enforcement suspect to be affiliated with gang
members. A related component of data-driven policing are the various tools that police departments use to
monitor and surveil individuals, groups, and communities who communicate with, or are otherwise connected
to, social media.
The Task Force chose to use the term “data-driven policing” to refer to the various technologies and practices
that were studied in order to avoid the shifting sands of terminology. In doing so, the Task Force understands
that other technologies that do not utilize automated decision- making systems can fall under this broad
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terminology, but for the purpose of this report data-driven policing is used to refer to the tools that analyze
data to determine where, how, and who to police. In the time that the Task Force has started studying the issue,
Palantir, a company that contracts with law enforcement agencies in major cities across the country, never
described its tools as “predictive policing.” The company instead advertises as a “data integration and analysis
software platform.”64 As the term predictive policing fell out of favor, NYPD rolled out “precision policing,”
which “combined predictive policing analysis and community policing.”65
The company that incorporated predictive policing into its name, PredPol, recently changed its name to
Geolitica, explaining “[t]his new name – a mashup of ‘geographical analytics’ – better represents the direction
our company has taken over the last few years.”66 What all of these tools and practices have in common is
that they use algorithmic tools to process large amounts of data in order to focus law enforcement activity, be
it where they patrol, who they patrol or who they find suspect. This report intends to address that practice,
regardless of the terminology attached to it.
The Task Force also recognizes that expertise in the area of policing and expertise in the area of technology
are often segregated. Experts tend to have a background in either policing or in technology, but not both.
What became clear in the course of the Task Force’s factfinding was that the technological tools being used to
organize and interrogate police data are the natural extension of tactics that have been employed over a century
of policing. The use of datasets collected and organized by law enforcement agencies has long-informed police
actions, and those datasets reflected the implicit bias and explicit racism of the institution of policing. Using
algorithmic tools to interrogate massive troves of police data does not correct for biased or racist policing
practices; rather it entrenches it. As such, this report analyzes the technological tools that are guiding modern
day policing practices in the historical context that birthed them.
Examining data-driven policing goes hand-in-hand with the efforts to “radically reimagine law enforcement”67
in the United States. Some have raised the point, and the concern, that if efforts to slim, defund, and dismantle
police departments are successful, law enforcement will rely even more on technology to, ostensibly, fill in
the gaps. This line of thinking often fails to acknowledge the steep cost of these technologies, especially as
compared to their unreliable outcomes. Even in the scenario where technologies are provided without cost by
companies or purchased with third party funds, their impact will be at cross purposes with reform efforts.
Therefore, the need to understand and examine data-driven policing technologies is timely and necessary,
particularly as law enforcement’s use of such technologies continues to be largely unknown to the individuals
whom they are surveilling or otherwise monitoring, the communities directly impacted by the deployment of
these tools, individuals accused of crimes, their attorneys, and the courts.
To learn about, analyze, and respond to the myriad of issues that arise from data-driven policing technologies,
the National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers (NACDL) formed the NACDL Task Force on Predictive
Policing in 2017. The Task Force’s charge was two-fold. First, to examine the rise, implementation, and ramifications of data-driven technologies in policing. Second, to offer recommendations focused on whether police
departments should utilize these technologies to serve their missions to reduce crime and enhance safety
and, if so, how to do so in ways that ensure transparency, legitimacy, effectiveness, fairness, and due process to
individuals charged with crimes or otherwise suspected or accused of criminal activity.68
From 2017 to 2019, the Task Force held meetings in Washington, D.C., Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco,
and New York City. At these meetings, the Task Force met with a diverse array of witnesses, including technologists and industry experts, law enforcement personnel, academics, attorneys, advocates, and community
stakeholders. The purpose of these meetings was to learn about the different types of technologies that police
departments currently use or have used in communities throughout the country, and the impact of these technologies on individuals, families, communities, and the criminal legal system.
Witnesses offered their perspectives on the benefits and burdens of these technologies, and Task Force
members posed questions to probe and flesh out the matters discussed. To preserve the information conveyed,
the Task Force employed court reporters to transcribe the proceedings.69 In addition to these in-person
meetings, the Task Force met with a number of experts and stakeholders virtually and by telephone.
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Notably, the Task Force attempted to speak with representatives from police departments in each city where the
meetings were held – Washington, D.C., Los Angeles, New York, Chicago and San Francisco. Most affirmatively
declined to meet, or were otherwise not available. To gain deeper understanding of policing technologies and to
prepare for these meetings, the Task Force also read extensive literature on data-driven policing technologies,
including but not limited to, books, academic articles, studies, reports, and news articles.
The Task Force’s overarching recommendation is that police departments should not use data-driven technologies to predict who will commit crimes or may become the victim of crime, or where crimes will occur,
and should not utilize databases, such as “gang databases,” that lead to increased surveillance and criminalization. These “predictions” are ineffective, lack scientific validity, reinforce and exacerbate the racial biases
that are inherent in traditional policing and all stages of the criminal legal system, and divert resources away
from pressing community needs. Thus, the harms caused by these “predictions” far outweigh any claimed
benefits. Also, “gang databases” are over-inclusive, hyper-racialized, and non-transparent. As with “predictive”
technology, these databases exact much more harm on individuals, families, and communities than any
claimed societal benefits.
The Task Force understands the reality that data-driven policing technologies, despite the racial costs and
harms exacted, have already been implemented in jurisdictions across the country. Indeed, each stage of
the criminal legal system – from decisions made at the bail and sentencing stages to predicting the “risk” of
releasing individuals on parole – is increasingly reliant on technological tools that utilize algorithms to query
the data and make recommendations based on “predictions” of future behavior or inherent criminality.
In turn, these “predictions” guide decision-makers, including judges and probation/parole/pretrial officials.
Likewise, “big data” has become a featured component of modern policing, and will likely not only remain a
mainstay but will become more pervasive. Thus, the Task Force understands that, despite our concerns, as well
as the concerns and legal challenges raised by a wide swath of individuals and organizations, in some jurisdictions, the proverbial train has left the station.
As such, the Task Force sets forth additional recommendations specific to the use, implementation, and
monitoring of data-driven policing tools. These recommendations focus on transparency and accountability, from the moment law enforcement intends to use these tools through when a prosecutor relies on the
information gathered from to charge and prosecute an individual in court. Thus, the recommendations are
focused on requiring that impacted communities be informed of law enforcement’s desire or intent to adopt any
data-driven tools that would impact those communities.
Most critically, this Report will serve as a guide for defense lawyers in jurisdictions where these tools are
proposed or already in use. Defense attorneys must be aware of the existence and nature of these tools, the
ways that police departments use them, the constitutional rights impacted, and how to account for these tools
when representing clients. This Report offers some areas of focus for defense attorneys.
Residents of impacted communities and other stakeholders should be given opportunities to offer input on
whether or not the technology should be adopted, and local governments must assess requests and not approve
law enforcement’s implementation of the technology without community input and agreement. In the event
that such technology is employed, law enforcement’s use of the technology must be independently audited to
ensure that it is being used as represented, and that it is not undermining the legal rights, dignity, and humanity
of the individuals and families within the respective community. The Task Force highlights these recommendations here and places them first in the recommendations section because the individuals and communities most
directly and disproportionately impacted by all aspects of policing and each stage of the criminal legal system
must work collaboratively with elected officials to determine what strategies best promote community security.
The Task Force sets forth several additional recommendations regarding the use and implementation of
data-driven policing technologies. In addition to transparency, these recommendations are focused on
the following themes: race equity; accountability; integrity; prosecutorial obligations to defense counsel;
building knowledge, expertise, and capacity among the criminal defense bar, including public defenders and
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court-appointed counsel; building knowledge, expertise, and capacity among courts; youth; and constitutional rights.
The four purposes of this report are:
1. to shed light on the rapid development and deployment of data-driven policing;
2. to explore the contours of data-driven policing in the context of the history of policing, the constitutional
rights afforded to all people in the United States, and the criminal legal system;
3. to offer recommendations regarding data-driven policing to defense lawyers, lawmakers, community
stakeholders, police departments, courts, and prosecutors that respond to the reality, enormity, and impact
of data-driven policing; and
4. to suggest strategies for defense lawyers to represent their clients zealously, in places where data-driven
policing technology is employed.
This Report begins with a brief overview of the history of policing and the economics of punishment
in the United States. It then explores the rise of big data policing, contextualizing it within the long and
problematic history of data collection and data analysis in policing. Following this, the Report lays out the
landscape of data-driven policing and its varying iterations. Finally, the Report analyzes the myriad issues with
data-driven policing practices and offers recommendations.
Throughout the history of the United States, policing has been steeped in racism and served as a tool of white
supremacy. Indeed, during the drafting of this Report, the country has been reeling from tragedies involving
the killings of unarmed Black men, women, and children by law enforcement officers. Millions have marched as
activists, community leaders, academics, attorneys, and lawmakers have proposed ways to reform, transform,
and dismantle policing. The history of policing is central to understanding the issues as they unfold today, and
to grounding efforts to reform, transform, and dismantle. So too, it is central to our examination and analysis of
data-driven policing technologies.
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF POLICING AND
THE ECONOMICS OF PUNISHMENT

As James Baldwin once said, “history is not the past; it is the present”70– this rings true and loudly in policing.
This Report begins with a brief overview of the history of policing in the United States. It does so because no
institution or system operates ahistorically. Thus, the history of policing provides necessary context when
analyzing any aspect of present-day policing.
Policing has been stitched into the fabric of the United States since its founding over 400 years ago. As both
a practice and a profession, policing has evolved over the centuries. In the North, the precursor to policing
was informal “night watch” patrols, which formed during the Colonial era. Volunteers signed up for these
patrols, which were focused primarily on looking out for community members who were engaged in prostitution and gambling.
In contrast to the North, which relied less on the labor of enslaved people, the forerunners of policing in the
South were slave patrols.71 As the name makes clear, communities formed these patrols to exert oppressive
power and control over enslaved people. These patrols quickly evolved from informal groups of deputized white
citizens tasked with monitoring and controlling enslaved people, to formal, professional, and paid groups of
men who patrolled towns each night to surveil enslaved people and communities, and to enforce curfew and
vagrancy laws.72
The Civil War and the abolition of slavery in 1863 brought the formal end to slave patrols. However, these
patrols, as well as the continued subjugation of Black residents in the aftermath of slavery and the Civil War,
were precursors to the modern criminal legal system in the country.73 At the time that slavery was abolished,
90% of Black people in the U.S. lived in the South. Fearing, or simply outright opposing, the newly legalized
freedom of formerly enslaved people, “[w]hite southerners initiated an extraordinary campaign of defiance
and subversion against the new biracial social order imposed on the South and mandated by the Thirteenth
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, which abolished slavery.”74 Of course, the Thirteenth Amendment created
a huge loophole to the abolition of slavery: “Except as a punishment for crime whereof the party shall have
been duly convicted.”
Southern states exploited this language by enacting Black Codes, which were laws that hyper-criminalized
and controlled freed Black people.75 Examples of such laws were “insulting gestures” and prohibiting Black
people “from keeping firearms and from cohabitating with whites.”76 The codes also sought to maintain the
exploitation of Black people and their labor through criminal penalties, imposing vagrancy and enticement laws
designed to drive ex-slaves back to their home plantations.”77 The Black Codes were formally repealed in 1866,
with the beginning of Reconstruction. However, the reprieve from these harsh and racist laws was short-lived,
lasting only until 1877, when Reconstruction ended.
In the post–Reconstruction era, southern states again enacted, implemented, and enforced broad and seemingly
unlimited criminal and civil laws, which hyper-criminalized, incarcerated, controlled, isolated, and oppressed
Black men, Black women, and Black children. Among these laws were vagrancy statutes, which, inter alia, made
it a crime to be unemployed. While these laws, as written, applied to Black people and whites, enforcement was
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an entirely separate matter. Black people charged with vagrancy were hauled into court, convicted, and punished.
In contrast, whites charged with this crime had the exclusive option of taking an oath of poverty in court. Once
they did, judges waived any potential punishment.
Southern states imposed harsh penalties for crimes that lawmakers believed Black people were more likely to
commit. Among these crimes were arson, rebellion, burglary, and assaulting a white woman, all punishable by
death. States also enacted laws that banned Black people from possessing firearms, making or selling liquor, and
selling farm produce without permission from the employer. These laws led to the imprisonment of unprecedented numbers of Black men, women, and children.
Southern states also designed criminal legal systems to criminalize, incarcerate, and otherwise punish Black
people in ways that strongly resembled, and in significant ways, replicated slavery. The most notorious example
was the Convict–Leasing System, which flourished in the Post–Civil War Era and served as an economic catalyst
for southern states and employers.78 Once Black people were convicted and sent to prison, states leased them to
“employers.” The “employers,” in turn, paid states for the prisoners and assumed responsibility for their housing.
Through convict-leasing (as well as sharecropping) “once-devastated towns…were again able to call themselves
the cotton capitals of the world, and companies like United States Steel secured a steady supply of unfree [B]lack
laborers who could be worked to death.”79
One can draw a direct line from this history to the hyper-criminalization of Black men, women, and children
today, along with the economic incentives embedded in the modern criminal legal system. Police officers
continue to serve as arbiters of who is introduced to the system and who is not. As such, law enforcement
strategies and tactics that overly criminalize and capture poor Black, Indigenous and People of Color (“BIPOC”)
men, women, and children, continue. The outcome is a criminal legal system that disproportionately criminalizes, incarcerates, and otherwise punishes these same populations for financial gain.

A. THE EVOLUTION OF MODERN POLICING
Policing has changed and evolved since it began as a profession in the mid-1800s. This evolution is marked by
the priorities of policing over time – and at particular times – as well as by the roles that police departments
assumed in communities.
During the mid-1880s to the 1920s, political machines dominated policing. Local party ward leaders often
picked police captains and sergeants based on political favor or reward, and officers were largely involved
in providing social services. During the height of the Prohibition era, President Herbert Hoover formed the
National Commission on Law Observance and Enforcement to investigate a variety of issues concerning the
criminal legal system, including law enforcement. The Commission found many police departments to be
corrupt, poorly trained, and ineffective. As a result, policing became independent of party ward leaders.80
The 1930s to the 1970s observed a new series of reforms, as police departments increasingly emphasized
“professionalism,” “law enforcement,” and “crime control.” The 1960s was arguably the most critical decade
of this era. In the 1960s, the U.S. Supreme Court expanded due process protections for individuals suspected
of committing and charged with crimes by incorporating much of the Bill of Rights to the states through the
Fourteenth Amendment. These advances included the exclusionary rule for illegally seized evidence,81 the right
to counsel for those unable to afford an attorney,82 and Miranda warnings.83 All of these changes had a direct
relationship to the way in which policing was conducted.
The 1960s were also a time of immense tumult. The Civil Rights Movement is often remembered for marches,
protests, violence against marchers, murders of civil rights leaders and activists, and historic legal victories. It
is also marked by significant moments in policing. One such moment took place on “Bloody Sunday,” March 7,
1965, in Selma, Alabama. On this day, men, women, and children planned to walk from Selma to Montgomery
to protest the death of Jimmie Lee Jackson, killed one month earlier by an Alabama state trooper following a
peaceful protest march. As the marchers crossed the Edmund Pettis Bridge on their way to Montgomery, they
were met by state troopers “wearing white helmets and slapping billy clubs in their hands.”84 The troopers
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used clubs, bullwhips, and tear gas to injure, maim, and traumatize. The television network ABC interrupted
its regular programming – it was airing the 1961 film, Judgement at Nuremberg – to report live on the police
violence, displaying the horrific brutality that has since been seared into the American consciousness.
The 1960s additionally bore witness to the dramatic progression of the Federal Bureau of Intelligence (FBI)’s
Counter Intelligence Program (COINTELPRO), which disrupted groups such as the Communist Party, the Ku
Klux Klan, the Social Workers Party, the Black Panther Party, as well as various civil rights leaders. As Natsu
Taylor Saito writes, “[w]hile constituting a particularly intense period of governmental repression of political
dissent, the COINTELPRO era represents not an aberration but the logical outgrowth of the previous use of law
enforcement agencies to suppress movements for social change, a process that is still at work in the laws and
policies being enacted in the name of countering terrorism.”85 COINTELPRO was the largest domestic surveillance initiative of its time, designed to disrupt and suppress civil and human rights movements that were
building power in the United States. Its underlying rationale continues in today’s implementation of high-tech
surveillance tools and programs.
With fights for equality, the signing of landmark civil rights bills, continued racial segregation and entrenched
poverty, opposition to the Vietnam War, government-sanctioned violence rooted in race, and Black
communities in flames, the 1960s were remarkably turbulent. By the end of the decade, elected officials and
law enforcement officials perceived newfound power in BIPOC communities. They also perceived increased
lawlessness.
The criminal legal system shifted in the 1970s to models rooted in incapacitation and deterrence. The turn to
large-scale forms of punitive punishment was largely in reaction to the movements from the decade prior, and
with the belief that, in light of national and local upheaval, rehabilitation was not effective. Individuals and
communities without social and political capital had limited access to law enforcement services as well as little
influence with policing strategies. Police departments were overwhelming white, were largely unresponsive,
and often showed outright hostility to the needs of Black residents. As a result, the communities that needed
compassionate, collaborative, and cooperative engagement the most received it the least.
In the 1980s and 1990s, police departments, along with the criminal legal system, focused on “zero tolerance,”86
“broken windows,”87 and an escalation88 of President Richard Nixon’s so-called “War on Drugs.”89 These decades
featured the prosecution of Black men, women, and children for an endless array of violations, misdemeanor
offenses, and felony offenses as well as, again, a dramatic and unprecedented rise in the numbers of individuals
sentenced to prison. They also saw the onset of a host of civil legal penalties – known as “collateral consequences” – that attach to individuals based on their criminal convictions. In addition, police departments, through
agreements with public schools and with funding by the federal government, placed officers in public schools,
leading to the criminalization of children, disproportionately Black boys and girls, through “zero tolerance”
policies that converted routine school disciplinary matters to arrests and criminal cases.
In the wake of the attacks on September 11, 2001, state and local police departments were treated as the
frontline for preventing terrorist attacks, and increased collaboration with federal law enforcement agencies
and the militarization of state and local police departments followed. Fusion centers90 were established,
integrating state and local law enforcement agencies with federal law enforcement and intelligence agencies,
and military equipment and surveillance tools soon flowed into state and local law enforcement agencies
through initiatives like the 1033 program.91 Law enforcement began using massive stores of data to classify and
criminalize people. This fusing of law enforcement agencies and missions along with the militarization of state
and local law enforcement agencies were sold as anti-terrorism tactics but instead exacerbated the surveillance,
criminalization and incarceration of BIPOC communities.

B. POLICING TODAY
Throughout the course of history, law enforcement’s impact on racially marginalized communities – particularly
Black communities – has been unrelenting, forceful and destructive. Law enforcement has a dominant role in
the everyday lives of these communities: on the streets, on the roadways, in homes, and in public schools. Two
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aspects of policing have remained constant over time. First, policing has been rooted in the control and criminalization of Black men, women, and children.
As Professor Paul Butler pointedly stated in testimony to Congress, “[T]here has never, not for one minute
in American history, been peace between Black people and the police.”92 In this regard, law enforcement, as
an entity and a profession, is inextricably intertwined with the criminal legal system and its outsized role in
BIPOC communities. As a result, the distrust that marginalized communities have in law enforcement stems
from its disregard for the wellbeing of these communities and the humanity of their residents, as well as its
direct connection to a criminal legal system that has criminalized generations and, as a result, defined and
confined lives.
Second, lawmakers, prosecutors, and courts have historically deferred to law enforcement strategies, tactics,
and practices. Law enforcement approaches and actions have been presumed legitimate and lawful, except in
those rare, exceptional circumstances where courts have declared them to be constitutionally infirm.93
Currently, there is easy access to immeasurably large troves of data feeding the various facets and models of
data-driven policing. Police departments throughout the U.S. are relying on ever-expanding technology to query
and classify massive data sets to determine where to prioritize policing resources, who to surveil, and how to
surveil. Continuing the trend of previous eras, law enforcement is deploying technology in ways that continue to
hyper-criminalize Black and Latinx adults and children.
The Task Force is also mindful that low income and BIPOC communities suffer disproportionately from
violent crime. Many residents of these communities have called for community-based solutions, alternatives
to the criminal legal system (such as restorative justice), dismantling law enforcement departments (through
defunding mechanisms that would shrink police departments and expand non-law enforcement services, as
one example), and prison abolition. Regardless of perspective, residents want and need real solutions to the
multifaceted and overlapping issues that their communities experience. Among these issues are institutional neglect, residential segregation, unequal and segregated educational opportunities, inadequate and often
non-existent health care, lack of public transportation, sub-standard and unsafe housing, food insecurity, unemployment and underemployment, lack of economic mobility, redlining, and trauma.
The history and circumstances described above bring us to the present. Because data-driven policing is the
latest expression of the inequitable and biased history of policing, it must be analyzed in light of that context.
Police departments in the digital age rely on data to devise strategies and tactics that further those disparities,
including where to deploy officers, whom to surveil, and whom to encounter. These tools are marketed as
neutral “race blind” technologies that negate racism and bias, but in reality, they do little more than serve to
tech-wash the racist and biased data they are built on.
Such technologies cannot be divorced from the explicit and implicit biases that police officers bring to their
patrols. Indeed, police feed the data that their officers have been collecting for decades into these tech tools.
As such, data-driven policing tools have been shown to systemically replicate and amplify existing biases, both
with regard to the information produced and an officer’s actions based on that information. In addition, the
companies that develop the tools control the process by which the data is analyzed, often with little transparency or insight into the process that delivers the results. In its current expression, law enforcement is essentially
outsourcing critical aspects of policing to private entities that develop, market, and sell various types of data-analyzing technologies with little to no consideration of how the reproduction of existing police biases
exacerbates the racialized nature of policing.
Private companies are developing the technologies that guide data-driven policing at a frantic pace. Today’s
technology will be outdated and replaced tomorrow. If there is one overarching, defining feature of data-driven
policing technology, it is that much of it is deployed without notice or transparency to the public, and in
particular, to impacted communities. Not only do communities often know nothing about the technology
that police departments utilize against their residents, they often do not know that it even exists. Thus, law
enforcement’s use of the technology is subject to little or no oversight. The net result is that these technologies
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implicate and undermine constitutional rights, as police officers use the data to suspect, surveil, accuse, search,
and arrest, among other things, and prosecutors and other actors within the criminal legal system use the data
to charge, prosecute, and adjudicate.
Overall, there are more questions than answers with regard to data-driven policing. The Task Force found a
huge information gap between the developers who build the technology, the police departments that utilize the
technology, the communities where the technology is deployed, the individuals who are charged with crimes
connected to the technology, the defense attorneys who represent those individuals, civil liberties attorneys,
and the courts.
As detailed in the Report, the Task Force concludes that data-driven policing is ineffective, costly, lacks
scientific validity, replicates and exacerbates racial biases, hyper-criminalizes BIPOC individuals, families,
and communities, and further disintegrates the already corroded relationships between law enforcement and
communities. Thus, the Task Force’s overarching recommendation is that police departments stop employing
data-driven policing technology. Moreover, while current efforts to radically reimagine, transform, defund,
dismantle or in other ways reduce the footprint of policing gain momentum throughout the United States,
police departments should not rely on such technologies to fill claimed holes or gaps. In the alternative, the
Task Force sets forth several recommendations focused on transparency, accountability, conditions of use, and
fairness for individuals who are arrested, charged, and prosecuted based, in some part, on law enforcement use
of data-driven policing technology.
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BRIEF HISTORY OF SURVEILLANCE
AND THE RISE OF BIG DATA

Contemporary data-driven programs in policing
Though the UCR program encouraged the
emerge from repeated attempts by criminologists,
consistent collection of crime data, and could
legal scholars, and law enforcement agencies to
quantify and measure the complex social processes
be considered somewhat dependable in the
behind crime and disorder. Though these programs
statistical sense, scholars have since pointed out
may vary in the types of data and techniques they
that this approach leads to a phenomenon known
employ, all of them are inevitably shaped by prior
as the “dark figures of crime,” in which crimes
policing patterns, historical crime reports, and
committed by some groups are systemically unother records compiled by the police themselves;
dercounted due to the policies and practices of
describing these technologies as “data-driven”
obscures the discretion, biases and human deciindividual police departments.
sion-making inherent in the production of such
data.94 This section of the Report investigates
how policing has historically functioned as a data
creation practice95 and the ways in which the generation and analysis of such data can be subjected to manipulation, distortion, and bias.

A. THE ORIGINS OF CRIME DATA
Though data has always played a central role in surveillance by law enforcement96, the widespread use of data
collection and analysis in criminal proceedings did not begin until well into the late nineteenth century.97 Early
adopters of criminal statistics collected data on indictments, convictions, and acquittals using court records,
but this was not a standardized practice across the U.S., with the exception of a few states.
After nearly a century of disorganization and confusion among the federal government’s lawyers98, the
Department of Justice was established in 1870 to address an overwhelmed legal system following the Civil
War. Under Section 12 of the Act to Establish the Department of Justice (ch.150, 16 Stat. 162), the Attorney General
was required to “make an annual report to Congress…[on] the statistics of crime under the laws of the United
States.”99 This piqued the interest of police chiefs at that following year’s convention for the International
Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP), which adopted a resolution calling for the formal compilation of crime
statistics for police use in 1871. Historians have referred to this decision as the “first advocacy of uniformity in
police crime records,”100 representing a turning point101 in the production, collection, and operationalization of
crime data.
The IACP convened its first Committee on Uniform Crime Records (UCR) in 1927; law enforcement agencies
began submitting data under a standardized UCR program based on crimes known to the police, as reported by
the public or witnessed by members of law enforcement.102 The formation of this new national crime data infrastructure ignited debate among members of law enforcement, criminologists, and statisticians surrounding
the accuracy and reliability of police-collected data. Some argued that crime statistics should be based on the
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records of criminal courts rather than collected
directly by police departments,103 while others like
August Vollmer, then a police chief in Berkeley,
California, claimed that such data was “a false index
to crime because they may be variously interpreted”104 and thereby could be subject to criticism.

The difference between crime data and actual
crime reflects a longstanding observation about
the police. Policing is not the passive collection
of information, nor the identification of every
violation of the law. Every action – or refusal
to act – on the part of a police officer, and every
similar decision made by a police department,
is also a decision about how and whether to
generate data. Crime data doesn’t simply make
itself known…[it] is the end result of many
processes and filters that capture some aspect of
the crime that actually occurs.

Though the UCR program encouraged the consistent
collection of crime data, and could be considered
somewhat dependable in the statistical sense,
scholars have since pointed out that this approach
leads to a phenomenon known as the “dark figures of
crime,” in which crimes committed by some groups
are systemically undercounted due to the policies
and practices of individual police departments.105
This was perhaps best exemplified by sociologist
Donald Black’s 1966 case study of police-citizen interactions in Boston, Chicago, and Washington, D.C., where he found that the decision to give official status to a
crime was more likely the “outcome of face-to-face interaction between the police and the complainant, rather
than a programmed police response to a bureaucratic or legal formula.”106
After observing over five thousand transactions between police officers and citizens, Black concluded that
the behavior of individual police officers not only affected precinct crime rates, but also resulted in vastly
“differential investigation of crimes, and hence, differential probabilities of arrest and conviction of criminal
offenders,”107 demonstrating that the rates of known crimes did not necessarily reflect the volume of citizen
complaints that were recorded and included as crime data. Black’s study arguably encapsulated the immeasurable influence of police discretion on the reliability of “crime data” and other official accounts of crime, particularly when the collection of such data has been shown to vary widely by race, class, and ethnicity.108
This skepticism towards the collection and use of crime data continued through the rest of the twentieth
century, with ongoing claims that crime data was “at best a partial representation of crime in the community,”109
and that such data could vary heavily based on police behavior. In fact, the former Chief of the Bureau of
Criminal Statistics at the California Department of Justice, Ronald Beattie, even claimed in a 1941 article that
police statistics were likely manipulated based on local political conditions,110 often with a tendency to “report
those facts which show a good administrative record on the part of the department.”111 By the mid-20th century,
it became clear that police departments were increasingly calling upon quantifiably “measurable” crime rates
as a “social fact, an empirical phenomenon with its own existential integrity,”112 despite continued debate over
what could be considered “objective data” within the context of the criminal legal system. As Elizabeth Joh
further elaborates:
The difference between crime data and actual crime reflects a longstanding observation about the
police. Policing is not the passive collection of information, nor the identification of every violation of
the law. Every action – or refusal to act – on the part of a police officer, and every similar decision made
by a police department, is also a decision about how and whether to generate data. Crime data doesn’t
simply make itself known…[it] is the end result of many processes and filters that capture some aspect of
the crime that actually occurs.113
In his meeting with the Task Force, Jay Stanley, Senior Policy Analyst at the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU),
additionally noted that there is still immense discretion for what is reported to and by the police, stating that
“police have numerous ways, and in fact do, manipulate crime statistics for their own bureaucratic reasons.”114
For example, a 2014 survey of nearly 2,000 retired employees from the New York Police Department (NYPD)
revealed that field officers were often pressured to manipulate index crime reports due to an over-reliance on
crime numbers by police performance management systems, as well as pressures from leadership.115 Despite the
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prevalent use of such reports to measure police performance, the survey demonstrated a recurring trend of data
manipulation in law enforcement, in which lower-ranking officers were less likely to accurately report crime and
obey legal rules116 when instructed to “produce” lower crime rates in their respective areas of patrol.

B. DATABASE POLICING
By 1967, the FBI established the National Crime Information Center (NCIC) as part of its “continued effort to
develop a nationwide criminal records system,”117 and as law enforcement agencies continued to generate,
compile, store, and rely upon crime data from and for criminal investigations, the NCIC began to incorporate
emerging computer technologies in 1971. Until desktop computers became widely available, police departments
and criminologists had largely relied upon primitive techniques like mug shot cards and intelligence files to
identify clusters of criminal activity.
Recent technological advances have since transformed the function and organizational structure of police
departments. Between 1990 and 2003, the use of computers by law enforcement personnel skyrocketed from
5% to 56%, and by the early 2000s, the “vast majority of the nation’s police agencies [were] using computerized
data systems to monitor the activities of their officers (arrests, citations, calls for service, etc.).”118 Contemporary
policing scholars Stephen Mastrofski and James Willis wrote in 2010 that the growing presence of information
technology (IT) in policing had become so normalized that it had given rise to a new form of surveillance called
“database policing,” where officers were effectively using computers and database management systems to
“patrol” massive data files, looking for hits on information that they possessed on suspects.119
Law enforcement agencies were now capable of exchanging unprecedented amounts of data with a growing
network of private and public sector risk-management institutions,120 raising significant concerns about how
database systems could potentially facilitate “pervasive institutional profiling” and differential treatment.121
Further compounding matters, “the accuracy of databases is accepted as an article of faith, with courts
according them a presumption of reliability,”122 according to legal scholars Wayne Logan and Andrew Ferguson.
This concern was notably echoed by Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg in her dissent in Herring v. United States, 555
U.S. 135 (2009), where she remarked that while “electronic databases [formed] the nervous system of contemporary criminal justice operations,”123 insufficient monitoring and outdated information presented risk for error.
It can be argued that the government was prioritizing the expansion of databases, rather than controlling for
quality, with the understanding that data errors would inevitably prevail.124
Advanced methods in data-mining technologies and statistical modeling emerged in response to a growing
need to bring meaning to vast amounts of raw data.125 Prior to the development of contemporary data-mining
techniques, traditional database analysis depended on the labor of individual database analysts, who would
have to manually formulate queries126 based on each particular database structure. This human-driven process
was “slow, expensive, and highly subjective”127 and could not keep up with the growing demands and complexities of data collection in both the public and private sector. The rapid expansion of databases in size and dimensionality128 had created an unparalleled need for computer-automated data analysis methods.
At its core, data mining is the application of an algorithm that can identify and extract patterns in a database.
This is accomplished through the selection and development of algorithms using “detailed domain-based
knowledge and data familiarity in order to avoid irrelevant, misleading, or trivial attribute correlations.”129
These algorithms are often built to classify data into pre-existing categories.130 Unlike traditional data-processing methods, data mining can transform “low-level data,” which is usually too voluminous to understand, into
“higher forms” of information and knowledge. These “higher forms” can be more compact, abstract, and serve a
specific use, like a predictive model.131
Within the context of this Report, an algorithm132 can broadly be defined as a “specified sequence of logical
operations that provides step-by-step instructions for computers to act on data and thus automate decisions.”133
As explained by Daniel Kahn Gillmor, Senior Staff Technologist at the ACLU, in his meeting with the Task Force,
algorithmic processes require that one takes “the complex field of information that is out there and reduces
it to things that can be used as inputs and outputs.”134 As such, the techniques that are often employed in
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data-driven policing typically fall under two types of machine learning paradigms: “supervised learning” and
“unsupervised learning.” Under “supervised learning,” an algorithm can be taught to make predictions about
future patterns using an initial training set that is designated by the developer.
As a result, these algorithms can introduce the assumptions and biases of their developers, though they have
historically been used to identify individuals who are most likely to re-offend upon release, or to predict
whether a given area will be “high-crime” or “low-crime” within a certain time period. Unlike supervised
learning, where the developer’s objective is to directly teach an algorithm using a provided data set, under
“unsupervised learning,” the algorithm is expected to teach itself to discover patterns without any reference
data. Though this method may involve less of a direct influence from the developer, unsupervised learning can
nevertheless still fail to consider the social context in which it is being deployed, as Andrew Selbst, et al. write:
Machine learning systems are designed and built to achieve specific goals and performance metrics.…
While performance metrics are properties of systems in total, technical systems are subsystems.
Fairness and justice are properties of social and legal systems like employment and criminal justice,
not properties of the technical tools within. To treat fairness and justice as terms that have meaningful
applications to technology separate from a social context is therefore to make a category error.135
Though these emerging technologies have essentially enabled law enforcement agencies to pinpoint persons
and activities on an unprecedented scale, some legal scholars have long argued that these data analysis
techniques are, in fact, simply the computational automation of traditional investigative strategies in policing:136
The application of data mining technologies to domestic security is the attempt to automate certain
analytic tasks to allow for better and more timely analysis of existing datasets by identifying and
cataloging various threads and pieces of information that may already exist but remain unnoticed using
traditional means of investigation. Data mining can provide answers to questions that have not been
asked, or even elicit questions for problems that have not yet been identified.137
The technological constraints of data storage and collection had historically prevented police departments from
accessing criminal records beyond state borders. Modern-day policing is fueled by an almost unfettered access
to immeasurable amounts of personal data,138 ensuring that officers have seamless access to databases at the
local, state, and federal level. According to a 2016 report published by the technology and justice non-profit
Upturn, law enforcement agencies depend heavily upon third party vendors for brokerage and profiling
products that use vast collections of both public and private data. This data can be used to build powerful custom-built search and mapping tools for police use.139
With no known studies on the accuracy of these tools and the data that support them, research suggests that
these databases are often riddled with errors, and that “biases in the databases themselves, based on how data
are collected, may also lead to disparate outcomes.”140 In fact, today’s criminal intelligence databases are not
only richly populated with “information about people who should be monitored and subject to scrutiny,” 141
but are also frequently exempt from complying with the same constitutional and legal standards that govern
criminal investigations. Even when information would normally require a warrant, U.S. law enforcement
agencies at all levels can purchase access to commercial data brokers, without the need for a subpoena or a
warrant, therefore doing an end run around Fourth Amendment protections. 142
With such an unfathomably massive amount of data being constantly generated, early critics expressed
concern over the possibility that police departments would use erroneous, irrelevant, or manipulated data. Like
those skeptical about the collection of crime data in the twentieth century, critics have also argued that data
mining had the potential to misrepresent “factual information in a false light.”143 Like researchers Solon Barocas
and Andrew Selbst suggest, data mining, by nature, has therefore always been a form of “statistical discrimination”144 because it holds the potential to place members of legally protected classes at systemic disadvantage
under the guise of rational data science.145
This phenomenon of “statistical discrimination” is, in fact, particularly true for machine learning in criminal
justice, as statistician William Isaac writes:
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These models are heavily reliant on the training dataset to estimate predictions. Machine learning
algorithms are unaware, and in many cases, unable to adjust for institutional biases embedded within
policing data. As a result, the presence of bias in the initial dataset leads to predictions that are subject
to the same biases that already exist within the dataset. Further, these biased forecasts can often
become amplified if practitioners begin to concentrate resources on an increasingly smaller subset of
these forecasted targets.146
Although data-mining technologies, particularly within the context of policing and the criminal legal system,
cannot singlehandedly determine human fates, the way they are designed and developed cannot be “value-neutral” as all technological systems reflect the values and interests of the humans behind the technology.147

C. CRIME MAPPING
Crime mapping, and more recently, geographic
If a group or geographic area is disproportioninformation systems (GIS)148, come from a long
ately targeted for unjustified police contacts and
history of attempts by criminologists to decipher
the relationship between criminal activity and
actions, this group or area will be overrepresentgeographic locations, or “places.” Crime maps even
ed in the data, in ways that often suggest greater
predate the rise of computers and the development
criminality.
of modern police administrations,149 with some of
the first recorded scholarship on crime mapping
taking place in the 1930s under urban sociologists
Robert Park, Clifford Shaw, and Henry McKay at the University of Chicago. The maps they developed had such
an immense impact on the field of criminology that it gave rise to new theories on crime and place, which led
to a reinvigorated interest in studying how technologies could help researchers understand patterns of criminal
activity and served as a crucial precursor to contemporary place-based policing programs.150
Criminologists Paul and Patricia Brantingham151 made similar advances in the field in 1981, positing that crime
was “a complex event in which four things intersect at one time: a law, an offender, a target, and a place.”152 By
shifting the focus in policing from people to the “multidisciplinary exploration of criminal events,” such as crime
sequences, clusters of crimes, and other environmental factors, the Brantinghams concluded that “places,” not
people, were the key element in crime, and that “it should be possible to predict the spatial distribution of crime
and explain some of the variation in volume of crime between urban areas and between cities.”153
Upon developing the ability to model the spatial and temporal distribution of crime, criminologists could identify
crime concentrations, or “hot spots.”154 Scholars have historically defined hot spots as “geographically bounded
spaces of varying size that are associated with heightened victimization risk and a proportionally greater number
of criminal incidents than other similarly sized areas of the city.” 155 Typically smaller in geography than entire
neighborhoods, hot spots can comprise street blocks or street segments that experience “higher levels” of crime.
By the mid-1990s, “hot spot policing” had become a major priority for police departments and general crime
prevention efforts, with governmental agencies like the National Institute of Justice (NIJ) specifically establishing a crime mapping unit in 1996 to “develop and promote criminal justice analytical tools using GIS technology.”156 Additionally, technological advancements in records management and dispatch systems to handle
911 calls for service allowed police departments to “systemically quantify” 157 the criminal activity that was
occurring throughout a city.
Today, crime-mapping technologies have dramatically simplified the collection and analysis of crime statistics,
and can be broken down by location, type of crime, and time period, among other factors.158 With the ability to
compare both historic and current patterns of crime, contemporary mapping tools allow police departments
to identify hotspots based on recent crime patterns, redraw policing boundaries, and to even “connect with
other jurisdictions to see how crime from one area affects neighboring areas.”159 In response to such advances
in crime-mapping technologies, researchers have discovered that the underlying mathematical models are
susceptible to “runaway feedback loops, where police are repeatedly sent back to the same neighborhoods
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regardless of the actual crime rate” as a byproduct of biased police data. As Rashida Richardson writes:
If a group or geographic area is disproportionately targeted for unjustified police contacts and actions,
this group or area will be overrepresented in the data, in ways that often suggest greater criminality.160
By tech-washing racially biased policing practices and hiding behind data-driven tools that collect, use, and
produce skewed data, law enforcement agencies are able to justify increased policing and surveillance in historically over-policed communities under the veneer of technological neutrality and objectivity; thus, crime
mapping perpetuates a self-reinforcing cycle of bias and inequity.

D. SURVEILLANCE AND BIG DATA TODAY

1. Place-Based Crime Forecasting
Beginning in the 1990s, the most dominant model in criminology and policing literature has been tied to the
development of advanced crime analysis techniques,161 in addition to a new style of police management and
organizational hierarchy that emphasized the use of crime data and criminal intelligence. Increasing interest
in potential policing strategies that could “prevent” future crimes before they occurred paved the way162
for the launch of data-driven programs like CompStat in 1994. Introduced by then-Commissioner William
Bratton at the New York City Police Department (NYPD),163 CompStat was one of the first performance
measurement systems designed “to track crime statistics and have police respond to those statistics.”164
Twice per week, precinct statistics and crime problems were projected onto overhead screens during CompStat
Crime Control Strategy Meetings, where crime data that was once only available to police departments after
three to six months was now available to precinct commanders on a weekly basis. Digital hot spot maps could
be generated to show how crimes and police activities were geographically clustered. Officers soon attributed
declining crime rates in New York City to CompStat, in addition to the adoption of broken windows policing and
stop-and-frisk tactics.165
While the city purportedly experienced a historical decline in crime rates during the 1990s, former NYPD officers
recently revealed that they were often driven to make “‘highly unethical’ alterations to crime reports”166 to reduce
crime. Sociologists such as David Greenberg have even claimed that there was no indication that CompStat had
any substantive effect on violent or property crime rates in New York.167 Following CompStat’s example, one of
the most popular algorithm decision systems (ADS) in policing is “predictive policing,” which can be defined as
“applications designed to identify likely targets for police intervention and prevent crime or solve past crimes
by making statistical predictions.”168 The term “predictive policing” itself came into fashion following a 2009
symposium organized by Bratton, after which the “NIJ distributed a series of grants that funded predictive
policing research” 169 at universities and police departments across the country.
By 2008, Bratton had left the NYPD to begin assessing “the viability of a more predictive approach to
policing.”170 From 2008 through 2011, he worked with anthropologist Jeff Brantingham, then-LAPD sergeant
Sean Malinowski, former Justice Department senior executive Craig Uchida, and researchers at the University
of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) to establish “PredPol,”171 which is currently one of the largest vendors of
predictive policing systems in the country.
PredPol has been described by the company as “a parsimonious race-neutral system that uses ‘only three data
points in making predictions: past type of crime, place of crime and time of crime.”172 Under the supervision of
Brantingham and other criminologists, the LAPD began to experiment with a predictive algorithm that specifically targeted property crimes in Los Angeles and Santa Cruz. According to Andrew Ferguson, this experimental
computer algorithm was attempting to predict areas of potential criminal activity:
The predicted areas were precise – usually 500 by 500 square feet – and forecast a particular type of
crime. Police officers on patrol received highlighted maps and visited those targeted areas as often as
practicable within their regular patrols. It was believed that increased police presence at the identified
areas would disrupt the continued pattern of property crimes.173
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Following PredPol, technology companies like Palantir,174 Amazon,175 Microsoft,176 Motorola,177 Lexis-Nexis,178
and ShotSpotter179 have also entered the multimillion-dollar predictive analytics market with their own
tools and programs. While the most basic place-based predictive models rely on data collected by the police
themselves,180 such as reported crimes and crimes discovered by the police, other programs have gone on to
incorporate factors as variable as payday schedules, seasonal variation, liquor store locations, and potential
escape routes.181 Today, place-based predictive policing has evolved to target a much broader spectrum of crime,
such as robberies, shootings, and gang-related violence, by analyzing geographic vulnerabilities, precursor
crimes, and temporal patterns.182
The novelty of predictive algorithms in policing was not the use of quantitative data, but rather the
application of artificial intelligence (AI) to collections of data that were once considered too large in quantity
and too complex for police departments to analyze.183 Just as prediction has always been a fundamental
part of policing, the move towards predictive policing in the 2010s was more of a shift in tools, rather
than strategy.184 Modern predictive algorithms rose to prominence by supplementing, rather than wholly
replacing, existing police techniques and strategies185 through their ability to analyze and assess greater
quantities of data “more quickly than any individual officer, crime analyst, or department ever could.”186

2. Person-based Crime Forecasting
Like place-based predictive algorithms in policing, person-based algorithms are intended to predict who will
be involved in a crime.187 Police departments rely on person-based data-driven tools to predict who is most
likely to commit crimes, in addition to who is likely to become the victim of a crime. They then act on those
predictions to suspect, surveil, and encounter. This system is facilitated through many of the government-operated databases that often contain highly personal identification information, such as photos, addresses, and
descriptions of scars and tattoos.188
These databases include “gang databases,” which are often localized within cities or similar jurisdictions,
and assemble and maintain a broad swath of identifying data on individuals known or suspected to be gang
members, or associated with gang members. Police departments have maintained that these databases are
needed to reduce gang-related criminal activity through tracking individuals, as well as sharing information with
other law enforcement agencies.189
While a purported aim of these databases has been to “chronicle every known and suspected gang member
in a community,”190 persons of color comprise the vast majority of individuals listed on these databases. For
example, a 2017 study conducted by the University of Illinois at Chicago found that over 72% and 20% of the
individuals who were listed as “gang-affiliated” by the Chicago Police Department were Black and Latinx men,
respectively.191
Such databases have also been found to be riddled with errors and shrouded in secrecy, effectively allowing
police departments to maintain highly confidential identifying data, “without even a pretense of reasonable
suspicion.”192 Individuals can be certified as gang members or associates, and entered into a gang database,
simply based on their appearance or location, often without being notified of their inclusion in such a database
or given the opportunity to challenge that designation.193

3. Social Media Monitoring
Another facet of person-based crime forecasting in policing is social media monitoring. According to a 2019
study conducted by the Pew Research Center, seven-in-ten Americans now use social media to “connect with
one another, engage with news content, share information and entertain themselves,”194 presenting significant
opportunities for law enforcement agencies to mine social media posts and surveil individuals and groups.195
Indeed, a report published in 2016 by the International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) found that over
96% of police agencies use social media in some capacity, suggesting that the most common use of social media
is for criminal investigations. This can result in a range of activities, spanning from a manual search on a social
media platform to installing software on a targeted individual’s computer and analyzing their social media
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data.196 As media scholar Daniel Trottier has theorized, the use of such social media monitoring strategies
presents a new paradigm for profiling and policing, particularly when social media and its products are “recontextualized” and used for purposes outside of their “intended purview”197:
Traditional surveillance, such as a guard tower or closed-circuit television, involves a comprehensive
view from above, whereas surveillance via social media offers…more ways of seeing more people, due in
large part to the saturation of social media and its associated practices in people’s everyday lives around
the world. This enables greater and more robust social surveillance.198
Investigations by law enforcement officials on social media can potentially violate a user’s expectations of
privacy, as officers operating undercover can connect with individuals and access information that would
otherwise require a warrant to obtain. As an increasing number of agencies depend upon manual and automated
social media content analysis tools to monitor and surveil, studies have repeatedly shown that these programs
lack accuracy and often fail to grasp the nuances and complexities of social media’s highly contextual nature.199

4. Implications
An estimated 2.5 quintillion bytes of data are now
generated every day.200 If a gigabyte of data storage
cost hundreds of thousands of dollars in 1980,201 that
same amount of storage now costs just pennies, can be
managed easily, and accessed anytime, anywhere.202
With the ability to digitize, track, and store nearly
every aspect of information, from Internet searches
and social media posts to cell phone calls and retail
purchases,203 the term “big data” emerged to describe
the use of increasingly large data sets in data science
and predictive analytics.204

Traditional surveillance, such as a guard tower
or closed-circuit television, involves a comprehensive view from above, whereas surveillance
via social media offers…more ways of seeing
more people, due in large part to the saturation
of social media and its associated practices
in people’s everyday lives around the world.
This enables greater and more robust social
surveillance.

Sociologists like Sarah Brayne have even characterized
“big data” more broadly as an “environment” that is vast, fast, disparate, and digital, shifting the focus from the
“features of the data itself, to the social processes that give rise to big data collection and analysis.”205 In such a
big data environment, individuals are constantly contributing “to a growing trove of data as they go about their
daily lives,”206 and such data plays an ever-expanding role in the surveillance of individuals and communities,
and in determining who, where, and when police officers should monitor, encounter, search, and arrest.
Data-driven technologies have assumed center stage in policing. Police departments now collect, sort, and
categorize unprecedented quantities of data on individuals, groups, and communities. These tools allow police
to mine information and draw connections and conclusions – correctly or incorrectly – that previously would
not have been possible. One key lesson of this Report is that the various types of data-driven policing do not
operate in isolation. Police departments do not rely on one type of data-driven tool, but rather deploy many
tools that interact with each other.
Furthermore, data-driven technology has placed a technological veneer over the racialized impact of policing.
While policing tactics remain largely unchanged, the decisions that guide modern-day policing tactics are
increasingly being outsourced to private companies with no perceived obligation to publicly disclose details of
how their tools work. This Report describes and discusses the data-driven technologies that were known and
made available to the Task Force through witnesses and information gathered from articles and reports. Thus,
the Task Force’s review of the various data-driven policing technologies is not exhaustive.
While the Task Force met with representatives from some data technology companies as well as policing professionals, representatives from some other companies and police departments declined our invitations to meet.
Accordingly, there are additional data-driven policing technologies, as well as companies that produce these
tools, that remain inaccessible or unknown to the Task Force and, as a result, are not discussed in the Report.
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THE LANDSCAPE OF
DATA-DRIVEN POLICING

Today, data-driven policing encompasses the many surveillance technologies, tools, and methods employed by
police officers to visualize crime, target “at-risk” individuals and groups, map physical locations, track digital
communications, and even collect data on individuals as well the communities they patrol. This can include
any approach that incorporates a clear reliance on information technology, criminology theory, and predictive
methods in policing.207
According to a report published by the RAND Corporation, predictive methods in policing can generally be
divided into four broad categories: (1) Methods for predicting crimes, or approaches used to forecast places
and times with an increased risk of crime; (2) Methods for predicting offenders, or approaches that identify
individuals at risk of offending in the future; (3) Methods for predicting perpetrators’ identities by creating
profiles that accurately match likely offenders with specific past crimes; and (4) Methods for predicting victims
of crimes by identifying groups, or in some cases, individuals who are most likely to become victims of crime.208
There are typically four key stages in place- and person-based policing. The first stage is data collection, which
can range from historical crime data to “more complex environmental data, such as seasonality, neighborhood composition, or risk factors.”209 The second stage involves data analysis based on the type of crime each
department wants to target and the resources available at their disposal. The third stage is police intervention,
which involves “distributing crime forecasts to commanders who use them to make decisions about where to
deploy officers in the field.”210
During this third step in the predictive cycle, patrol officers will often focus their time and resources on
surveilling the people and places models suggest are likely to be involved in future crime. This is followed by
the fourth and final step, “target response,” in which law enforcement intervenes to either serve as a deterrent,
prevent the crime from occurring, or lead to the displacement of the crime to a different area.211
In order to implement these methods, predictive policing algorithms employ a variety of machine learning
algorithms. Since the developers of data-driven policing technologies often assert trade secret evidentiary
privileges to deny public access to the inner workings of their algorithms, the types of machine learning
used in such programs are relatively unknown, and because many of these tools built on these algorithms
are relatively new, or are continuing to change alongside advancements in technology, all are “are relatively
untested, with only a handful of studies, reports, or empirical validation across jurisdictions.”212 At its core,
predictive algorithms in policing programs are the “data-driven incarnation”213 of what criminologists have been
attempting to achieve for decades: to analyze past events, infer broader patterns, and to then use those insights
to “prevent” future crime.

A. PLACED-BASED PREDICTIVE POLICING
The methodologies employed by today’s place-based predictive policing systems depend on the basic premise
that crime is not evenly dispersed geographically; that is, certain places are expected to experience higher rates
of crime for a certain period of time, when compared to other places.
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1. PredPol
PredPol was initially designed to serve as a data-analytics command structure that could direct police attention
and resources to specifically targeted areas of criminal activity.214 While most well-known for popularizing the
concept of “predictive policing,” PredPol in its early stages had “all of the same characteristics of past crime
pattern identification strategies” 215 that had already been in use for years. Under the direction of UCLA anthropologist and PredPol co-founder Jeff Brantingham and George Mohler, an academic who later became PredPol’s
Chief Data Scientist, PredPol shifted its focus in the early 2010s to three types of crime: burglary, automobile
theft, and theft from automobiles. Legal scholar Andrew Ferguson explains this shift as an effort to reduce
popular theories in criminology to data points and precise predictions:
The theory behind Predictive Policing 1.0 can be traced back to the work of criminologists who found
that certain property-based crimes tended to have ripple effects in neighboring areas. Like contagious
viruses, these crimes spurred additional crimes in the area, because either the same criminals came
back to commit them, or certain environmental vulnerabilities existed to encourage crime.216
The academic theory behind PredPol’s predictive algorithm is a statistical modeling method used in the field of
seismology called the Epidemic-Type Aftershock Sequence (ETAS).217 In 2015, Brantingham, Malinowski, and
Mohler, among others, claimed that the ETAS models could predict 1.4 to 2.2 times as much crime compared to a
crime analyst equipped with the same information and hotspot mapping practice. In their findings, police patrols
using predictions based on the ETAS model led to an average reduction in crime volume of over 7%, whereas
patrols based upon analyst predictions showed no such effect.218
Prior to re-branding as Geolitica in March 2021,219 PredPol had historically published the algorithm they
employed, claiming that such efforts were taken to demonstrate transparency, and to uphold the privacy
and civil rights of its users.220 However, as statistician David Spiegelhalter writes, such efforts for “transparency” by technology developers often fail to be accessible and usable, as “transparency does not necessarily
provide explainability – if systems are very complex, even providing code will not be illuminating.”221 Instead,
Spiegelhalter argues in favor of the “trustworthy algorithm,” in which interested parties can assess the
reliability of an algorithm’s claims, and where “explanation is provided at multiple levels and in multiple
formats.”222

The patented algorithm used by PredPol.223

In its latest iteration, PredPol relied on three data points to predict where and when crime will take place:
historical crime data by type; the locations of past crimes (by address) in those datasets; and the dates and
times those past crimes occurred.224 Based on this data, the algorithm produced maps comprised of small,
square grids highlighting areas of potential crime hotspots. These boxes, each one 500 feet by 500 feet, mark
the locations of where and when crime is “likely” to occur in a given area,225 with this “likelihood” including
probabilities as low as 0.01 percent.226 After these maps are distributed to beat officers, police departments can
use GPS trackers to monitor whether the officers patrol within the boxes, in addition to the length of time that
each officer spends in a location.
PredPol has also claimed to only collect and employ data that indicates “what kind of crime occurred, where [it
occurred] by address or by latitude and longitude, and when [it occurred] by date and time.”227 While speaking
with the Task Force, MacDonald stated that PredPol does not collect any data on the offender or the victim,
including arrest data and conviction data, nor “anything about the underlying socioeconomic or demographic
composition of the neighborhood”228 being targeted, recognizing that biases impact, and even dictate, how
officers utilize discretion. By excluding arrest data, Sean Malinowski, former Deputy Chief of the LAPD who
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pioneered the use of PredPol in Los Angeles, also claimed that excluding the arrest data would minimize the
occurrence of any biases or self-fulfilling prophecies in PredPol’s predictions.229
According to Brantingham in his interview with the Task Force in 2019, the crime data typically utilized in
predictive analytics programs can often be divided into two distinct categories: “risk factors” and “event
histories.” Risk factors are any type of data that is believed to be relevant to understanding factors that are not
by themselves criminal in nature, such as weather patterns, abandoned buildings, and the distribution of bars
in an area. Event histories are verified past crimes, either associated with a place, time, or person.
By making these distinctions, Brantingham claimed that as a place-based predictive policing program, PredPol
relies solely on event histories to decipher where, when, and what types of crimes are going to occur in the
future.230 This practice aligns with PredPol’s base model, which allegedly focuses on the phenomenon of repeat
and near-repeat victimization,231 or “near-repeat methods.” According to PredPol, these methods “operate on
the assumption that some future crimes will occur very near to current crimes in time and place – that areas
recently seeing higher levels of crime will see higher crime nearby in the immediate future.”232

A promotional pamphlet from PredPol presented to the City of Columbia, SC in 2012.233

From the beginning, both the underlying theory and the initial experiments conducted by PredPol have focused
on a limited number of property-based crimes as tied to place-based theories.234 Unlike other crime forecasting
tools,235 predicting violent crimes or pinpointing individual criminals were not an aim of PredPol’s early studies.
In his meeting with the Task Force in 2019, Malinowski explained that as a place-based crime forecasting tool,
PredPol’s goal was always about “being in the right place at the right time.”236
Santa Cruz and Los Angeles were the first two cities to pilot PredPol in 2012. Zach Friend, Second District
Supervisor for Santa Cruz County and a former press information officer and crime analyst with the Santa
Cruz Police Department (SCPD), supervised the testing in Santa Cruz. Friend provided PredPol with data
on burglaries that occurred in Santa Cruz from 2004 to test how the algorithm predicted the location and
frequency of burglaries in the following year. According to Friend, in his meeting with the Task Force, “within
a quarter of a mile radius, [the PredPol algorithm] knew within a designed time frame of about an hour that a
burglary would occur in a location, if predicted.”237
For the SCPD, PredPol’s value as a program was two-fold: not only did it let seasoned officers “know their
intuition was right overwhelmingly,” but it also gave newer officers the opportunity to “think about a situation
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differently, critically.”238 Arriving at the height of the early 2010s recession, the program was an opportunity for
agencies like the SCPD, which were “losing law enforcement officers functionally [while] not seeing a decrease
in calls for service or a decrease in crime,” 239 to supposedly compensate for a deficit in departmental resources.

A screenshot from a slide presentation titled “Predictive Policing Tacoma Overview Deck (2012 July)” obtained via public records request from
the Tacoma Police Department.240

Though Santa Cruz was one of the first cities in the U.S. to adopt PredPol, it also became one of the first cities
to enact a new ordinance banning predictive policing in 2020, with Santa Cruz Mayor Justin Cummins specifically stating that “if policing itself is biased, then the data that’s informing those models will be biased.”241 This
follows a trend of police departments cancelling their contracts with companies like PredPol due to budget
constraints or dissatisfaction with the software.242

2. HunchLab
Designed by the Philadelphia-based GIS firm Azavea in 2005, HunchLab was described as a “proactive patrol
management tool”243 by Jeremy Heffner, former Product Manager and Senior Data Scientist at HunchLab, in his
meeting with the Task Force. Most of its competitors were brought to the market by major corporations, such
as IBM, Microsoft, Motorola, Hitachi, and LexisNexis, or were backed by venture capital and CIA seed funding.
HunchLab quickly distinguished itself within the predictive analytics sector for not being tied to “shareholders,
investors, or covert government funding schemes” when first founded.244
HunchLab was later sold to ShotSpotter, a gunshot detection technology company, in 2018, with Robert
Cheetham, President and CEO of Azavea, citing issues with funding, project management, and resources.245
HunchLab’s platform has since been renamed “ShotSpotter Missions,” and is now offered as an add-on product
to ShotSpotter’s gunfire detection solution, as well as a stand-alone application.246 The Task Force did not study
HunchLab’s iteration under ShotSpotter.
Unlike PredPol, HunchLab’s program not only incorporated public reports of crime, but also the interaction of
social, behavioral, and physical risk factors, such as weather patterns, moon phases, the location of bars and bus
stations, and even the schedules of major sports events.247 HunchLab’s algorithm was trained on a set of training
examples using the client department’s crime data from the previous five years, in addition to incorporating
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several non-crime-related data sets; all of which are then mapped onto a grid of 500 feet by 500 feet cells that
cover a client’s jurisdiction.248 Contrary to other predictive policing programs, HunchLab’s system generated
separate predictions for each of the different models that a department configures for specific crime types.
These individual predictions are then combined to create target areas based upon the crime weights set by each
department. By assigning severity weights to each type of crime, departments could decide to prioritize certain
crimes based upon the impact of the crime on the community in question.249
According to promotional materials provided to the NYPD and obtained through a public records request
by the Brennan Center for Justice, HunchLab tested several approaches to the concept of “weighting” crime.
The first was to use published information about the cost-of-crime, where weightings would be expressed as
a monetary value; such numbers were typically only available for major crime types. Another approach was
to use sentencing guidelines, though sentencing decisions are significantly racially skewed.250 However, for
HunchLab, these guidelines were utilized for the program’s weighting system as “a measure of the import that
society places on various offenses,”251 as explained by Heffner in his meeting with the Task Force:
[If] this configuration is set to forecast homicides, aggravated assaults, robberies, motor vehicle theft,
theft of vehicles, and residential burglary, [then] the system needs to be told the value of preventing
each of those incident types. This is used to weight them appropriately. This particular set of weights is
from the RAND Corporation’s cost of crime numbers, which tried to account for the societal community
impacts of different crime types. I think a better weighting system would be that you take a community
group, and you engage them in choosing the crime types that are going to be in the selection and the
weights because a particular community might have different belief structures about what’s important
and what they want the police to address.252
Unlike published information on the cost-of-crime, sentencing guidelines were available for all types of
crimes253 and were not limited to a specified list of examples. Since HunchLab’s focus for predictive policing was
“to prevent crimes (and their associated arrests and incarcerations), by aligning proactive work with the areas
where the most potential incarceration would occur due to crime,”254 HunchLab claimed that their weighting
system was essentially designed to “reduce the incarceration rate.”255

An example of crime model weights as presented in HunchLab, in which command staff are able to set the crime priorities used by the system to
generate predictive mission areas.256

B. PERSON-BASED PREDICTIVE POLICING
Person-based predictive policing attempts to identify individuals or groups who are likely to commit a crime —
or to be victim of one — by analyzing for risk factors such as past arrests or victimization patterns.257
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1. Chicago’s Strategic Subjects List
At the forefront of person-based predictive policing was the Strategic Subject List (SSL): Chicago’s contribution
to the increasingly expansive and intrusive regime of predictive analytics,258 in which an algorithm was used
to identify individuals who were likely to be involved in future criminality. The SSL was developed in 2012 by
Miles Wernick, then an engineer at the Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT), who had previously worked with
the U.S. military and had been engaged in other predictive analytics work since the 1980s.259 Several years prior,
the National Institute of Justice (NIJ) had awarded the CPD with over two million dollars in grants to test and
implement a new predictive analytics program. After entering a partnership with the CPD in 2009, Wernick and
his team of researchers at IIT began working on a program that could allegedly identify networks in the city that
were at risk of an “uptick in crime.”260
According to CPD Special Order S09-11, the SSL algorithm ranks “individuals with a criminal record according
to their probability of being involved in a shooting or murder, either as a victim or an offender.”261 Individuals
are ranked with a score between 1 and 500, and the scores are re-calculated every day; they do not distinguish
between a potential crime victim or a potential perpetrator. Closer attention is paid to individuals with scores
of 250 or above,262 though it is unclear why 250 was chosen as the threshold. The most recent and publicly
available version of the SSL took eight factors into consideration: the number of times being the victim of
a shooting incident, age during the latest arrest, number of times being the victim of aggravated battery or
assault, number of prior arrests for violent offenses, gang affiliation, number of prior narcotic arrests, trend in
recent criminal activity, and number of prior unlawful use of weapon arrests.263 While these factors can appear
race-neutral, all of the data results from areas that are already over-policed, resulting in a list comprised almost
exclusively of Black and Brown people.
The CPD has also “not been forthcoming regarding the weight which the algorithm gives each of these eight
factors when calculating a final score.” Using linear regression analysis on SSL scores obtained by a freedom
of information request, an investigation conducted by the New York Times was able to estimate the likely
impact of each factor, concluding that age and victimhood were the two elements with the greatest impact on
the SSL risk score.264

A chart demonstrating the likely impact of factors when calculating the final SSL score.265

As explained in his meeting with the Task Force, researcher David Robinson also found that the most important
factor in an individual’s SSL score was their age.266 While the CPD have described the algorithm as one that
does not use information about where the person lives, or race or gender, and uses “only the pattern of criminal
activity,” 267 the database includes significant information on gender, race, residency, and recent arrests.
An early RAND study on the SSL program found that the SSL uses “social networks (in the form of co-arrests)
to previous homicide victims to prevent the likelihood of someone becoming a victim of homicide.”268 Early
pilots of the model focused heavily on literature examining correlations between victimization and the social
connections to those who were victims of homicide.269 Indeed, in a 2013 interview with The Verge, Wernick
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drew comparisons between the spread of gun violence to that of a blood-born pathogen,270 stating that, “people
who know each other and hang out in the same circles – people who are a part of the same social network –
infect each other with their interests, [and] when those interests include high-risk activities such as carrying or
a gun or selling drugs, that leads to predictive trouble.”271
The CPD has claimed that the SSL provided social services to those at particular risk of violence, including
through the “Custom Notifications” program, more formally known as the Custom Notifications and Targeted
Repeat-Offender Apprehension and Prosecution (TRAP) program.272According to CPD policy, the Custom
Notifications program identifies at-risk individuals and reaches out to “advise them of the risks and consequences of their actions, should they engage in criminal conduct” with the goal of ensuring that the individual
is informed of the “devastating impact of gun violence within their community.”273

A screenshot of an individual’s entry in the Strategic Subject List, obtained by the South Side Weekly in June 2017.274

Though the Custom Notifications program was supposed to present opportunities for intervention for those
seeking assistance, researchers have found “little public evidence of those interventions actually occurring.”275
Indeed, the Custom Notifications process “fundamentally remains a law enforcement deterrence tool,” with
the notification including a description of potential enhanced federal and state sentencing options, as well
as the potential for seized assets. In his meeting with the Task Force, activist Freddy Martinez noted that for
individuals who were arrested after interacting with the Custom Notifications program, the prosecutor would
“try and seek the harshest possible penalty.”276
The SSL algorithm was inspired by the work of sociologist Andrew Papachristos, whose research focuses on
how gun violence spreads within social networks.277 Viewing recent advances in data analysis technology as
a critical step towards improving public health and community relations, Papachristos envisioned a system
in which social and medical providers could “provide immediate guidance to those in harm’s way,” and where
service providers could reach out to young people “who would be better served through diversion as opposed to
detention.”278 Since the CPD’s implementation of the SSL, Papachristos has distanced himself from the program,
citing concerns about its transparency and its fixation on identifying “offenders” in communities, which simply
reinforces the ways in which “American devalues the lives of young people of color.”279
Chaclyn Hunt, a civil rights attorney and the Director of the Youth/Police Project for the journalism non-profit
Invisible Institute, found that CPD officers routinely used language associated with the SSL program to track
and potentially target high school students:
I work with high school kids, and a lot of them enter the criminal legal system at some point. I have kids
who have been told by police officers, “‘We know you’re really likely to be shot”; [but] not that they’re on
the Strategic Subject List. They are using the language of this with a specific kid, after that kid has been
arrested, [yet] none of my kids have ever reported being notified; nor do they have family or friends who
have been notified.280
The SSL disproportionately targeted Black and Brown young men. After the CPD lost a lengthy legal dispute
with the Chicago Sun-Times in 2017 and were forced to release a version of the SSL database using arrest records
from August 2012 through July 2016, journalists found that 56% of Black men in the city ages 20 to 29 had
an SSL score, despite claims that “resulting scores do not overestimate or underestimate risk for any specific
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demographics.”281 In fact, of the nearly 400,000 people who are on the SSL, over 50% are Black and 25% are
Latinx, 45% are under 30 years of age; and over 75% are male. Of the people labeled as “gang-affiliated” in the
SSL, over 67% have never been arrested for a violent offense or the unlawful use of a weapon.282
The Sun-Times investigation additionally concluded that “nearly half of the people at the top of the list have
never been arrested for illegal gun possession, and 20 of the 153 people deemed most at risk to be involved in
violent crime, as victim or shooter, have never been arrested either for guns or violence.”283 Further research
conducted by Upturn concluded that “more than a third of individuals on the list have never been arrested
(133,474),” contradicting the CPD’s claim that the list consists of only those with an arrest record.284
The SSL program was “dumped”285 by the CPD in 2020 after a report published by the City of Chicago’s Office of
the Inspector General (OIG) concluded that the SSL had not been effective in reducing violence, and that “of the
398,684 individuals recorded in one version of the model, only 16.3 percent were confirmed to be members of
gangs.”286 In her meeting with the Task Force, Jessica Saunders, formerly a researcher at the RAND Corporation,
additionally noted that there was no evidence that any person-based predictive policing strategies like the SSL
had proven “effective” by any metrics. In the case of the SSL, the CPD’s use of the program had no effect on
citywide violence levels, and the 2013 version of the program was, according to Saunders, not nearly as valuable
as the department had previously claimed:
We found that being on the list didn’t change anything, except that it made it more likely that they were
arrested for gun violence.287
The discontinuation of the program was immediately followed by the introduction of two new programs akin
to the SSL, the Subject Assessment and Information Dashboard (SAID) and the Crime and Victimization Risk
Model (CVRM), under the CPD’s Special Order S09-11.288 CVRM was already an active part of the SSL, but its
newer version in SAID allegedly “relies on a shorter list of predictors, excluding previous narcotic arrests and
gang activity.”289

2. Palantir and the “Gotham” Program
Palantir is one of the most secretive companies in big data analysis. Serving as “an information management
service” for corporations and dozens of local, state, and federal agencies,290 scholars have described it as a
“secondary surveillance network” due to its extensive catalogs and networks of data across the country. Though
Palantir’s “Gotham” program began as a tool speciﬁcally developed for the needs of government institutions like
the Department of Defense and the National Security Agency,291 it has since been adopted by police departments
to aggregate and synthesize data in such a way that “gives law enforcement nearly omniscient knowledge over
any suspect they decide to surveil.”292 Oftentimes, Palantir’s relationships with law enforcement were not known
to the public, and at times unknown even to local lawmakers.
In New Orleans, defense attorney Kevin Vogeltanz was unaware that law enforcement used Palantir’s Gotham
program to designate people as gang members until a 2018 exposé ran in the The Verge.293After his client Kentrell
“Black” Hickerson was convicted in 2016 of conspiracy, racketeering, and other gang-related charges, Vogeltanz
accused prosecutors in the case of suppressing analytic evidence obtained through the use of Palantir, “arguing
he had a right to view the evidence if Hickerson’s name surfaced as being affiliated with a gang.”294
Hickerson’s case was the first in the Orleans Criminal District Court in which “the possible use of Palantir
software has been pointed to by a defense attorney as potential evidence that should possibly be subjected
to discovery rules.”295 Despite the NOPD’s claims that Palantir’s software played no role in Hickerson’s
specific indictment and prosecution,296 Assistant District Attorney Alex Calenda allegedly “admitted during
Hickerson’s hearing that he was an ‘end user’ of NOPD’s Palantir system.”297 According to an investigation
conducted by The Verge:
Palantir’s prediction model and risk assessment database in New Orleans used an intelligence technique
called social network analysis (SNA) to draw connections between people, places, cars, weapons,
addresses, social media posts, and other indicia previously siloed criminal databases. After entering a
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query term, such as a partial license plate, nickname, address, phone number, or social media handle or
post, an NOPD analyst would review the information scraped by Palantir’s software and determine which
individuals are at the greatest risk of either committing violence or becoming a victim, based on their
connection to known victims or assailants.298

A slide from a Palantir presentation titled, “NOLA Murder Reduction: Technology to Power Data-Driven Public Health Strategies”
obtained by The Lens.299

In his meeting with the Task Force in 2019, Vogeltanz added that Palantir’s collaboration with the NOPD was
a completely secret program, and that the Mayor’s Office never informed the City Council of the program’s
existence.300 At the beginning of Palantir’s six-year-long contract with New Orleans, the company offered its
services free of charge and gave law enforcement the ability to identify people deemed likely to “either commit
gun violence or be the victim of it.”301 The data used by Gotham typically came from social media platforms, in
addition to the NOPD’s data on gangs, probation, parole information, calls for service, and “every documented
encounter the NOPD has with citizens, even those that don’t result in arrests.”302
The program’s data analysis would identify “names and connections between people on FIs [field interview
cards], on traffic stops, on victims of reports, reporting victims of crimes together, whatever the case may be,”303
and according to Vogeltanz, analysts would reportedly take advantage of such information to generate leads
and to “predict, in a roundabout statistical way, who the most likely victims of violent crime were in the city.” 304
This was confirmed in emails obtained by The Times-Picayune through a public records request in 2018, which
revealed NOPD spreadsheets that ranked individuals based on the “number of gun related events (weighted
according to severity) with which a person was associated.”305
The database was additionally employed to “hold together criminal conspiracy cases,” and to guide detectives
toward potential leads in their investigations.306As Vogeltanz explained to the Task Force, an extensive amount
of data from gang registries were often extracted to produce social networking graphs that would be used to
“probe possible ties between people linked to gun violence in New Orleans”307:
The entire sheriff’s department arrest and booking registry was data mined and put into an Excel
spreadsheet. It’s your name, your race, the location of where you were arrested, the location of where
the crime allegedly happened, any analysis that you have, any other people that were with you … a
massive amount of data.308
New Orleans is not alone in having implemented data-driven policing technology without oversight or public
notice. When public processes are circumvented, the public is left largely unaware and defense attorneys are
denied key evidence in their clients’ cases and the opportunity to challenge that evidence in court.
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3. Los Angeles’ Operation LASER
Funded with nearly a million dollars from the Federal Bureau of Justice Assistance, the Los Angeles Strategic
Extraction and Restoration Program, a LAPD program commonly referred to as “Operation LASER,” was first
launched in 2011. By the end of 2017, twenty-one patrol divisions were using the program designed by Palantir
Technologies to pinpoint likely criminal actors, and to develop “Chronic Offender Bulletins” that could identify
targeted individuals.
First field-tested in the Newton Division of the LAPD, officers were tasked with identifying corridors called
“LASER zones,” where gun violence would likely occur and where the LAPD would subsequently increase
patrols.309 Operation LASER involved the use of both location- and offender-based strategies310 linking computer
systems at the LAPD interdepartmentally, and also with other local, state, and federal agencies. By accessing all
of these previously independent data systems, the program was allegedly capable of directing officers to places
where crime is most likely to occur, while also keeping track “of ex-convicts and others they believe are most
likely to commit them through technology such as license plate scanners and cellphone trackers.”311
Sociologist Sarah Brayne, who conducted months of field work at the LAPD and other law enforcement agencies
in the area, noted in her meeting with the Task Force that Operation LASER was a pivotal example of police
departments shifting towards more quantifiable intelligence gathering tools in the age of big data:
Once somebody comes under suspicion, you can then retroactively draw on all of these data points.
There’s this idea of building up networks and dragnet surveillance where you collect information on
everyone rather than merely individuals that are under surveillance by law enforcement suspicion…
I call this the secondary surveillance network, where people do not need to have any direct law
enforcement contact, but they are in the corpus, they’re in this law enforcement data. If they do ever
come under suspicion, all of that information on them can be leveraged.312
Brayne’s research began in 2013, when the LAPD had signed contracts with three programs: Palantir’s Gotham,
PredPol, and Operation LASER. Brayne details an interview with a captain whose goal was simply to “get people
‘in the system’: to capture larger and larger amounts of data on seemingly harmless individuals in the hope
that the data would help solve a crime later on.”313 According to Brayne, when officers came into contact with
someone who seemed “suspicious,” they were instructed to fill out a field interview card with the person’s
name, address, physical characteristics, vehicle information, gang affiliation, and criminal history. These field
interview cards recorded “information not only about the individual in question, but also information on
people the individual is with.”314
Like the implementation of Palantir’s Gotham program in New Orleans, the LAPD focused on identifying
and “scoring” individuals based on past crime and arrest data. The “Chronic Offender Bulletin” generated by
Gotham in Los Angeles was routinely provided to police for surveillance and investigation purposes with the
basic premise that they were to “target with laser-like precision the violent repeat offenders and gang members
who commit crimes in specific target areas.”315 In order to rank chronic offenders, individuals were assigned
“points” based on factors like gang membership and their history of interactions with the police. Those who
reached a specific threshold of points were placed on the Bulletin, which had a two-step identification process,
according to an investigation conducted by The Intercept:
An initial screening phase, in which a “crime intelligence analyst” subjectively decides whether the
police records, like arrest reports and field interview cards, associated with an individual are “relevant”
enough to move them to a “workup” phase. The “workup” involves software provided by Palantir that
pulls data on criminal history and affiliations, and from license plate readers and social media networks,
and uses it to create a “chronic offender score” for the individual. Once someone is deemed a sufficient
threat based off their score, officers send them letters and are encouraged to knock on their doors to let
them know they’re being monitored. Officers are also instructed to look out for opportunities to stop or
arrest them (if they have a warrant out).316
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Under Operation LASER, each new point of contact with police earns a person one additional point.317 For Brayne,
this system results in a self-perpetuating cycle, in which individuals in historically overpoliced neighborhoods
were “more likely to be stopped, thus increasing their point value,” justifying their increased surveillance, and
making it more likely that they will be stopped again in the future.318 As Brayne writes:
Despite the stated intent of the point system to avoid legally contestable bias in police practices, it hides
both intentional and unintentional bias in policing and creates a self-perpetuating cycle: if individuals
have a high point value, they are under heightened surveillance and therefore have a greater likelihood
of being stopped, further increasing their point value. Such practices hinder the ability of individuals
already in the criminal legal system from being further drawn into the surveillance net, while obscuring
the role of enforcement in shaping risk scores. Moreover, individuals living in low-income, minority
areas have a higher probability of their “risk” being quantified than those in more advantaged neighborhoods where the police are not conducting point-driven surveillance.319
According to activist Jamie Garcia, these LASER zones helped the LAPD statistically compute and compile arrest
data, crime reports, and other information related to gun violence. Garcia was one of several activists who sued
the city of Los Angeles in 2018 on behalf of the Stop LAPD Spying Coalition, alleging officials failed to comply
with a public records request seeking more information about Operation LASER:
The police will essentially go to these LASER
zones, but being in those LASER zones, they
look for particular people. […] They look at [field
interview] cards. They look at full compliance
units. They look at arrest data. They look at calls
for service, and they essentially have a criminal
intelligence detail.320
Only one study, authored by the designers and creators
of the program, has evaluated the efficacy and success
of the LASER program. Unsurprisingly, the study found
that the use of LASER correlated with a reduction in
gun violence.321 Though the LAPD instructed officers to
keep track of their “dosage,” the frequency with which
a squad car drove through each designated LASER
zone, an audit released in 2019 found that dosages
were inconsistently monitored.322

Such practices hinder the ability of individuals
already in the criminal legal system from being
further drawn into the surveillance net, while
obscuring the role of enforcement in shaping
risk scores. Moreover, individuals living in
low-income, minority areas have a higher
probability of their “risk” being quantified
than those in more advantaged neighborhoods
where the police are not conducting point-driven
surveillance.

The program was terminated by the LAPD in 2019 after “members of the department’s civilian oversight panel
questioned the effectiveness of data-driven strategies that rely on algorithms and other computer technology to
identify violent offenders and map out areas most prone to criminal activity.”323 A report from the office of LAPD
Inspector General Mark Smith, published in 2019, additionally found that the data-driven policing strategies
employed by the LAPD “lacked oversight and that officers used inconsistent criteria to label people who were
likely to commit violent crimes,”324 resulting in insufficient data to accurately measure the programs’ success.
These findings reflect those of programs in other cities, like the SSL, that were subject to similar scrutiny.

4. New York: Operation Crew Cut
The New York City Police Department (NYPD) maintains an expansive and growing database of individuals it
claims are “gang-affiliated.”325 The database has included the data of as many as 42,000 people, ninety-nine
percent of whom are Black and Latinx and none of whom can challenge their inclusion in the database.326
In a growing number of cases, the data that populates these databases also come directly from social media
platforms, which have dramatically expanded the scope of law enforcement surveillance in intelligence-gathering, data collection, and criminal investigations. The use of social media surveillance to populate the gang
database functionally creates “a self-fulfilling prophecy in which basic social media etiquette is mistaken for
membership in a criminal enterprise.”327
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As early as 2012, the NYPD secretly contracted with Palantir to analyze the data it collects.328 Neither the public
nor the City Council were aware of the NYPD’s use of Palantir until five years later, when the pair got into a
contract dispute.329 As a result, little is publicly known about what kinds of data the NYPD fed through Palantir.
But the Manhattan District Attorney’s office developed a similar gang database (the “Crime Prevention System”)
that is still supported by Palantir.330 The NYPD currently operates its own analytical system, known as “Cobalt,”
which the department developed in-house in partnership with IBM.331
“Operation Crew Cut” emerged from the growing prevalence of social media, the NYPD’s long history of
targeting people it purports to be members of street gangs, and mounting law enforcement surveillance.332 At
the end of 2012, New York City Police Commissioner Ray Kelly announced the launch of Operation Crew Cut
as a new anti-gang initiative that would target “looser associations of younger men who identify themselves by
the block they live on, or on which side of a housing development they reside.”333 Kelly explicitly tied Operation
Crew Cut to the use of social media monitoring and the rising impact of technology on police missions.
Targeting individuals as young as 10 years old through online surveillance, Operation Crew Cut demonstrated that the NYPD had no age limits on their protocols for social media investigation. Adult officers routinely
watched alleged crew members by posing as young people, “[with] no official provision requiring parents or
guardians to be notified.”334 In his meeting with the Task Force in 2019, Jarrell Daniels, a research assistant at
the Center for Justice at Columbia University who was incarcerated for four years after an Operation Crew Cut
sweep, stated that the primary evidence used for his indictment were posts on his Facebook account. Daniels
was one of ten people, all Black and Latinx men and predominantly 18 and 19 years of age, arrested on charges,
including conspiracy to commit murder, assault, weapons possession, and drug possession and sales.
In an investigation of Operation Crew Cut’s aftermath published by The Appeal, Daniels found that he was left
in the dark about the evidence being used against him in his case due to New York’s restrictive laws on pretrial
criminal discovery. According to Daniels, it was not until a New York Post article335 published the day after his
arrest that he learned his Facebook account was being used against him. As Daniels described in his interview
with the Task Force:
We didn’t know that we were being investigated at all. And that’s kind of how they want the policy
to function, is that they don’t want you to know you’re being investigated. It’s not a physical investigation, so you won’t see unmarked cars sitting in a neighborhood. You won’t see people, like, doing
stakeouts, the way policing used to happen. They sit behind a desk and navigate social media as if
they’re a young person.336
Years before Daniels was arrested under Operation Crew Cut, the criminal legal system had already “cast
a long shadow on him.”337 During his first week of high school, Daniels was arrested for gang assault and
robbery after a fight broke out several blocks from a bus he was riding. Though the charges were dropped
three years later, the “damage was already done”338:
My self-image was being seen through the systems I couldn’t escape. I was no longer a son, a brother, or
even a student. Quite frankly, I wasn’t even a teenager anymore. I was a soldier whose sole purpose was
to survive. Thinking about anything beyond that would just cause me pain.339
In an interview with The Guardian in 2015, defense attorney Andrew Laufer asserted that social media-driven initiatives like Operation Crew Cut were leading to an uptick in arrests on mass conspiracy charges. Laufer
referred to these strategies as “round-ups” that specifically target low-income minority communities with the
objective of meeting high quotas of fines or arrests.340 The most prominent example of such a round-up was
the “Bronx 120 raid,” in which 120 people, almost all young Black and Latinx men, were indicted during what
prosecutors have called the “largest gang takedown in New York City history.”341 To secure these indictments,
“prosecutors relied heavily on text messages and social media posts to prove connections between defendants,
essentially turning friendships and social relationships into evidence of conspiracy.”342
According to Babe Howell, a legal scholar and gang policing specialist at City University of New York School of
Law, such strategies employed by the NYPD were ultimately an expansion of the stop-and-frisk regime, with no
effective means of oversight to limit the extent of surveillance or information being collected:
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The intensive surveillance extends to following Twitter feeds, monitoring Facebook (often by creating
fake profiles of attractive young women), and monitoring YouTube videos. Whether the police should
be engaged in this level of surveillance of youth for intelligence collection purposes, without any prior
showing or justification, is an important question that merits serious consideration and is not one that
should be answered in a kneejerk manner based on our fear of gangs. Police lists may be shared with
immigration or potential employers and cause substantial collateral damages even in the absence of
criminal convictions or arrests.343
The Bronx 120 raid was not the first of its kind. In 2014, a raid in Harlem, which at the time was also billed as
“the largest” in New York’s history, led to 103 indictments. These raids follow a troubling history of the NYPD
rapidly expanding their gang databases by targeting individuals using dubious and nontransparent allegations
of gang membership.344 In his meeting with the Task Force in 2019, scholar and activist Josmar Trujillo
elaborated on how gang policing initiatives like Operation Crew Cut simply serve to criminalize young people
based on their social networks:
They are adding tremendous amounts of people to the database with no transparency or process
around it. This is happening at the same time that we are seeing more and more gang raids happening.
All of this is connected, what information they are pulling in. And the only way that I can reason in my
head that they are adding more peoples to the database, is that they are making assumptions that associations using big data to lump people in and throw them in to the database.345
Like the NYPD, police departments throughout the country have constructed gang databases, often localized
within cities or similar jurisdictions. These databases assemble and maintain a broad swath of identifying
data on individuals known or suspected to be gang members, or associated with gang members. While police
departments have articulated that these databases are needed to reduce gang-related criminal activity,346
individuals included in a gang database are subjected to increased police surveillance and monitoring, and
can also face enhanced criminal charges upon arrest. In addition, prosecutors cite to their placement on these
databases during bail arguments. Once convicted, people in gang databases can receive longer prison sentences
through gang enhancement statutes.347 For non-citizens, inclusion on a database can even lead to ICE detention
and deportation.348
Placement on a database can even carry the weight of collateral consequences, which are usually tied to
convictions, as information on these databases “has been shared with employers, landlords, public housing,
and school administrators, often leading to additional punishments, evictions, and exclusion from services
and resources.”349 Despite claims that the NYPD “routinely expunged names from the database to eliminate
people who are no longer affiliated with these groups,”350 an investigation in 2019 revealed that the NYPD, does
in fact, routinely disseminate sealed data to third parties, including prosecutors, the news media and housing,
immigration and family-court officials.351
Under two New York state laws from 1976352 and 1980,353 law enforcement is only supposed to be able to
access sealed records with a court order, or when conducting a background check on someone under narrow
exceptions. Even in states like New York with statutes explicitly protecting sealed arrest records, “the burden
is often on individuals themselves to hire a lawyer, go to court, pay a fee, and prove they should have their
criminal history — which, again, never resulted in any conviction — expunged. This can be additionally
difficult because, for the very reason that such arrests often did not result in charges being filed, there may not
be any court records to get expunged, even if the police still have the information on their own computers.”354
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CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF
DATA-DRIVEN POLICING

Though it is tempting to view the recent explosion of data-driven policing as another inevitable consequence
of the big data revolution, an inordinate number of resources have, in fact, been invested by criminal justice
bureaucrats, police departments, and technology companies in designing, developing, and deploying these
technologies.355 With machine learning algorithms now playing a role in every aspect of policing – including
where to deploy officers, whom to surveil, and whom to encounter – such technologies can no longer be
divorced from the explicit and implicit biases that police officers bring to their patrols.
A growing body of research and journalism has shown that use of predictive algorithms in policing–
which primarily use and are trained on historical crime data – replicate and amplify existing systemic
biases, often with little to no thought given to how “different crime-reduction policies, crime legislation,
profiling tendencies, or sentencing biases influence the patterns found by [such] algorithms in the data.”356
Intensified public scrutiny of these algorithms has additionally raised questions about how they are
developed, implemented, and marketed; why they are not subject to more review; and whether there are
mechanisms in place to properly assess their risks, vulnerabilities, and potential for greater societal harm.
To form its recommendations for this report, the Task Force met with a diverse group of witnesses, including
technologists and industry experts, law enforcement personnel, academics, attorneys, advocates, and
community stakeholders. They also read extensive literature on data-driven policing technologies, including
but not limited to, books, academic articles, studies, reports, and news articles. The Task Force arrived upon
the over-arching recommendation that data-driven policing technologies are ineffective; lack scientific validity;
create, replicate and exacerbate “self-perpetuating cycles of bias”;357 and hyper-criminalize individuals, families,
and communities of color. These technologies are moving the criminal legal system from mass incarceration to
mass criminalization.
This section of the Report will address the Task Force’s recommendation, and interrogate the significant
information gap separating the developers who create and design technology; the police departments that
utilize the technology; the communities where the officers utilizing, relying on, and reacting to the technology
are deployed; the individuals who are charged with crimes connected to the technology; the defense attorneys
who represent those individuals; civil liberties attorneys; and the courts.

A. METHODOLOGICAL PROBLEMS
Though prediction has always been a fundamental part of policing,358 the emergence of predictive algorithms
in policing was considered particularly novel for its alleged ability to apply artificial intelligence to quantities
of data once considered too large in quantity and too complex for police departments to analyze.359 Its
proponents have since claimed that predictive policing programs can lower crime, revolutionize public safety,
and help under-resourced departments “do more with less,”360 while critics have argued that such programs
produce self-perpetuating feedback loops of crime prediction, placing historically over-policed individuals and
communities at further risk of harm. The Task Force found the latter, that these programs entrench existing
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biases and exacerbate the disproportionate impact of
policing on BIPOC, low income and other marginalized
communities.

1. Garbage In, Gospel Out
Though big data tools may appear to provide an
“objective analysis” 361 of information, the basic
building blocks362 of a predictive software program
involve many human discretionary decisions,
beginning from which mathematical model to use to
the geographic areas in which the tool is eventually
implemented. Algorithmic policing tools may vary in
the specific types of information they employ, but they
all ultimately rely upon historical crime data compiled
by the police themselves.363

Though many may assume that police data
is objective, it is embedded with political,
social, and other biases. Indeed, police data is
a reflection of the department’s practices and
priorities; local, state or federal interests; and
institutional and individual biases. In fact,
even calling this information ‘data’ could be
considered a misnomer, since “data” implies
some type of consistent scientific measurement
or approach. In reality, there are no standardized procedures or methods for the collection,
evaluation, and use of information captured
during the course of law enforcement activities,
and police practices are fundamentally
disconnected from democratic controls, such
as transparency and oversight.

Studies by criminologists, legal scholars, and technologists have repeatedly shown that historical crime
data is at best a “partial representation of crime in
the community,”364 and at worst, a record containing
“falsified crimes, planted evidence, [and] racially
biased arrests.”365 Many have since proposed that
such crime statistics should instead be regarded as a record of law enforcement’s “response” 366 to what actually
happens in a community, since police officers “wield significant amounts of discretion about what they see and
know about crime.”367

For example, in 2019, legal scholar Rashida Richardson identified nine jurisdictions where predictive policing
systems were trained on police data generated during periods when the department was found to have engaged
in various forms of unlawful and biased police practices368:
Though many may assume that police data is objective, it is embedded with political, social, and other
biases. Indeed, police data is a reflection of the department’s practices and priorities; local, state or
federal interests; and institutional and individual biases. In fact, even calling this information ‘data’
could be considered a misnomer, since “data” implies some type of consistent scientific measurement or
approach. In reality, there are no standardized procedures or methods for the collection, evaluation, and
use of information captured during the course of law enforcement activities, and police practices are
fundamentally disconnected from democratic controls, such as transparency and oversight.369
As legal scholar Elizabeth Joh noted in her conversation with the Task Force, the discussion surrounding big
data policing programs often assumes that the police are the consumers, or the “end users,” of big data, when
they themselves are generating much of the information upon which big data programs rely from the start.370
Prior to being fed into a predictive policing algorithm, crime data must first be “observed, noticed, acted upon,
collected, categorized, and recorded”371 by the police. Therefore, “every action – or refusal to act – on the part
of a police officer, and every similar decision made by a police department, is also a decision about how and
whether to generate data”372:
Even more reflective of police discretion are field contact cards: information officers collect about
people they encounter on the street for consensual, information-producing conversations. Contact
cards are unlikely to have an even or random distribution. Once transformed into data, this information
can appear neutral and objective, even though they are the products of individual discretionary
decisions. Moreover, these highly discretionary decisions can be further influenced by other ones,
such as departmental pressures to ‘produce’ contact cards, or by metrics that assess officer productivity
through consensual contacts, stops, and arrests.373
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If crime data is to be understood as a “by-product of police activity,”374 then any predictive algorithms trained
on this data would be predicting future policing, not future crime;375 as statisticians Kristian Lum and William
Isaacs put it, this functions as a self-fulfilling prophecy. Neighborhoods that have been disproportionately
targeted by law enforcement in the past will be overrepresented in a crime dataset, and officers will become
increasingly likely to patrol these same areas in order to “observe new criminal acts that confirm their prior
beliefs regarding the distributions of criminal activity.” 376 As the algorithm becomes increasingly confident that
these locations are most likely to experience further criminal activity,377 the volume of arrests in these areas will
continue to rise, fueling a never-ending cycle of distorted enforcement.378
The biases held by police officers and those reporting crimes, and correlations between attributes like race
and arrest rates, will not only be recognized and replicated by the algorithm, but directly integrated into the
software “in a way that is subtle, unintentional, and difficult to correct, because it is often not the result of an
active choice by the programmer.”379
Lum and Isaac conducted a pivotal study in 2016380 that exemplified the biases inherent in historical crime data
and the racial disparities in predictive policing using two sets of data for comparison: estimates from a public
health survey about patterns of illegal drug use, and predictions based on the PredPol algorithm using data
from the Oakland Police Department’s record of drug crimes from 2010.381
According to Lum and Isaac, “a comparison of these figures [told] dramatically different stories about the
pattern of drug use”382 in the city of Oakland, with the PredPol model consistently targeting lower-income
historically Black neighborhoods that were “already over-represented in the historical police data.”383 Though
data from the National Survey on Drug Use and Health had suggested that drug use was roughly equivalent
across all racial classifications, by plugging historical crime data into the PredPol model, Black people were
targeted by predictive policing at roughly twice the rate of white people.384
While developers of predictive policing tools have claimed that data reported by victims of crime may be able
to capture a more accurate picture of crime rates, researchers Nil-Jana Akpinar and Alexandra Chouldechova
found that the predictions obtained using victim report data were also skewed.385 After training the PredPol
model on victim report data from Bogotá, Colombia, one of very few cities for which independent crime
reporting data is available at a district-by-district level, they found that the tool still made significant errors,
repeatedly predicting high rates of crime in areas where few crimes had been previously reported.
Akpinar and Chouldechova demonstrated that differential victim crime reporting rates across geographical
areas can lead to outcome disparities in common crime hot spot prediction models even when adjusting for
disparities in the data, leaving potential for both over-policing and under-policing certain neighborhoods.
Simply put, predictive policing systems are only as good as the data that they possess.386 Likewise, programs like
Palantir’s Gotham platform contain “so much data from so many sources”387 that there is significant potential
for inaccuracy and misuse. Palantir has the alleged ability to “intake suspicious activity reports from across the
many law enforcement agencies in the region, compare them against each other and all sources of intel…and
identify links or patterns of suspicious behavior.”388
For example, in states like California, which once accounted for close to 90% of the sales of Palantir’s systems
to domestic law enforcement,389 Palantir has integrated various law enforcement and governmental databases
into its system, ranging from criminal records and restraining orders, to the details of cars and drivers.390
Adding this much data to Palantir’s system “expanded the potential for misusing that information,” and with
key analyses now being entirely automated, such algorithmic filtering could “produce results of wildly variable
quality.”391
These issues of biased data are well-known to the companies that design and sell data-driven policing technologies. As Lum and Isaac lay out, the barriers to correcting for this degree of bias are both largely unaddressed and
nearly insurmountable:
While several prominent predictive policing vendors have acknowledged concerns about the inclusion
of biased data in their systems, most vendors fail to account for these structural and systemic errors
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in the data, often overestimating what can be remedied. Not only is the challenge of identifying and
correcting these problems difficult, if not insurmountable, but it also raises significant doubts about
the ability to distinguish known problematic data categories, such as drug-related arrest data, from
data categories that are customarily considered objective, such as calls for service data. Moreover, even
where such distinctions are possible, they would have to occur on a jurisdiction-by-jurisdiction basis,
since police data collection and classification practices vary by department and are often performed in
ways that make aggregate or comparative analysis impossible.392
With an increasing number of police departments already succumbing to the “pressures of managerial
techniques that emphasize quantitative measures of effective policing,”393 some experts have suggested that
data-driven policing strategies and tools have facilitated the return of broken windows policing. Under such
a logic, officers “are explicitly encouraged to look for and harshly penalize petty crime that may go unnoticed
in other neighborhoods.”394 In her meeting with the Task Force, criminal defense attorney Michelle Fields
described predictive policing as “stop-and-frisk” but with numbers and “bad data.” 395
Meanwhile, Vincent Southerland, Executive Director of the Center on Race, Inequality, and the Law at NYU
School of Law, noted to the Task Force that predictive policing systems were inextricably tied to the same
patterns of over-policing and hyper-criminalization that characterized broken windows policing in the 1980s:
In those instances [where police departments] were using the PredPol tool, what you have is essentially
a police officer being told, “Look, a crime is going to happen in this particular community. Be on the
lookout for crime”: almost priming them to engage in racial profiling and in this heightened level of
suspicion of individuals who are walking around…priming police to engage in this misconduct based on
their own [past] interactions with the community.396
This leads to the question, as Andrew Ferguson puts it: “How do you fix an error in the data if you cannot see
that such an error exists?”397 Contrary to popular belief, no predictive policing software is self-executing, and
“an algorithm that relies on data produced by biased institutions and attitudes does nothing to inherently
remove that institutional bias.”398 Research and scholarship have repeatedly shown that crime data cannot
reflect the rate at which crimes are committed; crime data can only reflect the rate at which crime was “caught
and recorded”399 by the police. This raises the questions of whether “crime data” can be considered reliable as
data. Indeed, all predictive policing systems run the risk of being built on an incomplete and biased understanding of where crimes take place and who is actually committing them,400 with real costs to communities
already under pervasive police scrutiny and surveillance.

2. Façade of Algorithmic Transparency
The 2001 film The Minority Report opens with a montage of visions from “pre-cogs”: mutants who can predict
the future and help the police stop crime before it happens. Since the emergence of big data tools in policing,
technology companies have frequently touted their predictive data-driven policing programs as almost
Minority Report-style technologies with the purported ability to “predict the future.” After all, as legal scholar
Andrew Ferguson writes, “a black-box futuristic answer is a lot easier than trying to address generations of
economic and social neglect, gang violence, and a large-scale
underfunding of the educational system.”401
Today’s officers are not only collecting massive amounts of information about individuals,402 but are also
identifying “suspicious” persons and activities on an unprecedented scale.403 Like the “pre-cogs” in Philip
Dick’s dystopian universe, it has been well-documented that predictive policing systems, and data analytics
more broadly, confer a general perception of “empirical neutrality and infallibility”;404 users of such systems
frequently overestimate the accuracy, objectivity, and reliability of information that comes from a computer
program.405 As research has repeatedly demonstrated, however, an “algorithm is only as infallible as the human
beings who choose the variables, input the data, and act on the results.”406 Technology and civil liberties
attorney Matt Cagle further elaborated on this point in his meeting with the Task Force:
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Technologies are not operating in a vacuum. They’re operating in real communities. They are ingesting
certain types of data about certain parts of communities more than other types of communities, and
they’re feeding on a history of policing patterns[…] [A] history of what gets prioritized in terms of
enforcement, at a particular department, may also influence the data that goes into the algorithm that
then dictates what sort of decisions are made on the other side of the black box.407
Since people have a tendency to believe a computer-generated report over that of a human-created report,
predictive policing programs and other automated decision-making systems often run the risk of “being
trusted above human judgment while simultaneously concealing potential unchecked errors.”408 Biases in
machine learning algorithms pose a “particularly insidious risk to disadvantaged groups by creating a pseudo-scientific justification for discriminatory treatment,”409 While transparency can help prevent deliberate or
semi-deliberate discrimination, it cannot singlehandedly “correct the effects of the unintentional, institutional discrimination embedded in the data itself.”410 As legal scholar Lindsey Barrett writes, this is arguably the
most serious and difficult concern to counteract:
When the cause of a flawed result produced by a machine-learning algorithm is unknowable, transparency will do little to solve the underlying problem, apart from the value of revealing that the problem
exists. Greater transparency is also unlikely to correct flaws in application, such as automation bias,
and, to the extent that it leads to better programs, it can only aid in preventing arbitrary or discriminatory policing. If the use of these algorithms is transparent, but does not lead to the correction of
encoded bias in the data or the use of poor-quality information, transparency is fairly hollow as an
institutional principle.411

3. Problematic Predictions in Practice
In a stated effort to demonstrate transparency and
uphold the privacy and civil rights of its users,412
predictive policing companies like PredPol have
previously published the algorithms and methodologies they employ in their software. According to
academic papers co-published by PredPol’s founders,
including Jeff Brantingham, George Mohler, and Sean
Malinowski, criminal activity and seismic activity
supposedly follow “surprisingly similar patterns.”413
These materials, which are frequently cited in
PredPol materials, are often referenced as proof
that greater crime reductions could be achieved by
improving predictive algorithms.

Technologies are not operating in a vacuum.
They’re operating in real communities. They are
ingesting certain types of data about certain
parts of communities more than other types of
communities, and they’re feeding on a history
of policing patterns[…] [A] history of what
gets prioritized in terms of enforcement, at a
particular department, may also influence the
data that goes into the algorithm that then
dictates what sort of decisions are made on the
other side of the black box.

In his meeting with the Task Force, Philip Stark,
Associate Dean of Mathematical and Physical Sciences at the University of California, Berkeley, pushed
back against PredPol’s findings in the aforementioned study, stating that their use of seemingly “complicated-looking mathematical formulas”414 like an earthquake prediction model intentionally “gives an air of
objectivity”415 to an algorithm that is fundamentally flawed and not scientifically proven to work as they may
claim. Though the earthquake prediction model is widely employed to predict and describe the occurrence of
earthquakes, there has been little discussion dedicated to the limits of, and influences on, its estimations, even
in seismology.416 According to Stark:
If [the earthquake prediction model] does not work where it was invented in situations where the
input data are essentially perfect, and moreover if [an] algorithm that only takes a few lines of code to
implement does just as well in earthquakes, then why would we expect [it] to work well in a policing
situation where the data aren’t complete, aren’t accurate? […] What they’re predicting is not crime, it’s
what happens if you send police there.417
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For Stark, PredPol’s program deliberately exploits
the fact that specific kinds of crime have a tendency
to “cluster” together in space and time, embedding
hidden assumptions and policy decisions that may
not be visible to those developing and using these
algorithms. Sociologist Alex Vitale perhaps put it
best in his book The End of Policing: the problem
is not police training, police diversity, or police
methods; rather, “the problem is policing itself.”418
Proponents of data-driven policing are typically so
focused on optimizing existing practices that they are
unable to answer, or even ask, questions about what
should be done with the predictions that are made.
As mathematician Ben Green writes:

In the hands of police, even algorithms intended
for unbiased and nonpunitive purposes are
likely to be warped or abused. For whatever
its underlying capabilities, every technology is
shaped by the people and institutions that wield
it. Unless cities alter the police’s core functions
and values, use by police of even the most fair and
accurate algorithms is likely to enhance discriminatory and unjust outcomes.

In the hands of police, even algorithms intended for unbiased and nonpunitive purposes are likely to be
warped or abused. For whatever its underlying capabilities, every technology is shaped by the people
and institutions that wield it. Unless cities alter the police’s core functions and values, use by police of
even the most fair and accurate algorithms is likely to enhance discriminatory and unjust outcomes.419
In Chicago, for instance, the Strategic Subjects List (SSL) program, which was originally conceived to address
the spread of gun violence in social networks, was later converted into a pervasive tool for surveillance and
over-criminalization. Although the original stated intention for the SSL was to address gun violence as a public
health issue, it largely ended up being used as a surveillance tool that disproportionately targeted people of
color,420 and consequentially led to increased arrests of predominantly Black and Brown young men. This was
confirmed by a 2016 RAND Corporation study, during which RAND researchers were “allowed to view the list,
sit in on internal meetings, and generally observe how the tool was being used.” The researchers learned that
“CPD wasn’t using the list as a way to provide social services; instead, CPD was using it as a way to target people
for arrest.”421
Unlike the SSL, independent empirical studies have yet to be conducted on Palantir Technologies’ highly
secretive data-driven policing systems. Law enforcement may account for a small portion of Palantir’s business,
but the departments that deploy Palantir “are also dependent upon it for some of their most sensitive work,
[…] spotting links and sharing data to make or break cases.”422 Palantir’s Gotham platform, which is primarily
marketed to law enforcement, can allegedly ingest and sift through millions of digital records across multiple
jurisdictions. However, the company doesn’t disclose the full variety of data that go into the system, nor the
algorithms used to create and track profiles of individuals.423
By joining Palantir’s coveted and extensive data-sharing network, “customers must rely on software that only the
company itself can secure, upgrade, and maintain”424 because the software and support services are considered
“proprietary” to the company. Additionally, sensitive government data becomes privatized when law enforcement
departments enter into contracts with Palantir and process data using their system. In her meeting with the Task
Force, sociologist Sarah Brayne elaborated on this point of contention, as it pertained to her fieldwork with the Los
Angeles Police Department (LAPD):
Palantir goes to great lengths to emphasize that they are just this like infrastructure that sits on top of
the data. [The] NYPD tried to cancel their contract with Palantir, but investigators have been building
up all of these different networks and places and criminal histories, [so that] when they terminate their
contract with Palantir, they don’t get all of that linked data. They just get the raw input data from like
five years ago, losing five years’ worth of intelligence.425
An investigation published by Wired in 2017 subsequently revealed a history of police departments accusing the
company of “spiraling prices, hard-to-use software, opaque terms of service, and ‘failure to deliver products.’”426
Public contracts and other records obtained by Wired indicated that new users are initially “welcomed with
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discounted hardware and federal grants,” while also being incentivized to share “their own data in return for
access to others’”; consequentially expanding Palantir’s universe of databases:
When enough jurisdictions join Palantir’s interconnected web of police departments, government
agencies, and databases, the resulting data trove resembles a pay-to-access social network — a Facebook
of crime that’s both invisible and largely unaccountable to the citizens whose behavior it tracks.427
For example, after the NYPD cancelled its contract with Palantir in 2017 and requested copies of Palantir’s
analyses, the company declined to provide it in a standardized format that would work with the NYPD’s new
system; saying that doing so, would expose its intellectual property. The standoff highlighted a recurring issue
for companies and governments that outsource their data-mining tasks to outside contractors like Palantir.428

B. TRANSPARENCY, TRADE SECRETS, AND NON-DISCLOSURE AGREEMENTS
Meaningful transparency, as detailed in the last section, is more than making an undecipherable algorithm
public. It gets to the heart of what defense lawyers, local legislatures, and communities know and understand
about the tools being used to police the public.
As Jay Stanley, a Senior Policy Analyst for the ACLU, told the Task Force, transparency is important,
number one, because these things are very brand-new, and they’re also very difficult. In many ways you
need the thousand eyeballs. You need experts, academic experts, hackers, people in the community to
able to see what the police are doing so it can be evaluated properly because if you’re just getting the
company that’s offering the product telling you that it’s working, it’s not worth a lot. […] The degree to
which we want our police mucking around in our social media or gathering all kinds of data about us
and crunching through numbers is a decision that we need to make democratically. And we can’t even
make those decisions if we don’t know what’s going on.429
Lack of transparency ultimately exists at every level of a predictive policing system.430 As with most surveillance
technologies, the process by which they are procured and the software that they run are hidden from defense
attorneys, those accused in criminal cases, the general public, and at times even local elected officials. The lack
of transparency jeopardizes fundamental constitutional rights and prevents people from understanding how
their communities are policed.
Ultimately, “there is no way for law enforcement, courts, legislatures, or the public to gauge the accuracy and
value of [a] software without understanding how the methodology led to any purported success.”431 For this
reason, predictive policing algorithms are often referred to as a “black box” because the “calculations used to
make a decision may be inscrutable to the person affected by that decision.”432 This inscrutability prompts “calls
to require legal rights for individuals to know the basis of automatic decision-making affecting them,”433 and for
these systems to be made auditable by the public.

1. Private Companies: “Trade Secrets,” Non-disclosure Agreements, and Profit
Companies that build data-driven policing technologies claim proprietary rights over their methodologies.
They have asserted such claims in response to subpoenas seeking information about data-driven policing
technology (and, really, any other technology made to inform and assist law enforcement). According to
Rebecca Wexler, a Professor at University of California, Berkeley School of Law and the Faculty Co-Director
of the Berkeley Center for Law and Technology, in her meeting with the Task Force, companies make “trade
secret” claims to protect these critical details from disclosure. Thus, companies “claim entitlements to withhold
th[e] information from defense attorneys and those accused in criminal cases, refusing to comply even with…
subpoenas that seek information under a protective order and seal.” She explained that “[t]he current state of
trade secret law enables those agencies to claim proprietary protections.”434
As Wexler stressed to the Task Force, “[t]he automation of criminal justice decision- making is creating these
conflicts between developers’ intellectual property rights and defendants’ access to evidence.”435 Legal scholar
Elizabeth Joh has conveyed some of the ways in which these conflicts have exacted harm on defendants:
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When new surveillance technologies are kept secret because of non-disclosure agreements, they
cannot be challenged by criminal defendants and these challenges can’t be decided by judges whatever
the merits of the defendants’ claims. The use of a new surveillance technology may or may not be
considered a Fourth Amendment search, but a private company’s insistence on secrecy removes the
legal issue from judicial review.436
As is obvious from claims of trade secrets and the conditions cemented in non-disclosure agreements, the
companies that produce data-driven policing technology face competitors, known and unknown. These
companies are in the business of selling and profiting from the data-driving policing technology they produce.
[E]ven without explicit nondisclosure agreements, big data tools can remain secret because they
contain proprietary information that companies may be unwilling to release. Nor are private companies
producing these tools subject to public records laws that would require them to divulge relevant and
useful information.437
In his meeting with the Task Force, Daniel Kahn Gillmor, Senior Staff Technologist for the ACLU’s Speech,
Privacy, and Technology Project also suggested that the business of producing these algorithmic systems in
policing has given rise to a new “surveillance economy,” in which the financial prospects of an increasing
number of companies and private foundations are “based on the amount of information they can collect on
people.” 438 Though the public may or may not have municipal control over what the police do, Gillmor argued
that it was even more unlikely that the public could obtain “municipal control over what every corporation that
gathers information about people does.”439 As Gillmor elaborated:
We need these systems to be auditable by the public, [but] many of the proprietary vendors are uninterested in being auditable… I think it’s worth asking someone who’s proposing a system like this for details of
what specifically — what data is being drawn from, how the data is being combined, and where the data
will be used to drive policy.440
The lack of transparency surrounding data-driven policing and the industry’s fundamental business model
are interwoven. Private companies compete to build, market, and sell the technology. Police departments,
therefore, “are customers or clients of private companies”441 — some companies even provide technology
to police departments initially for free, with the goal of selling departments on the need to continue using
the technology. As Rashida Richardson, a visiting scholar at Rutgers Law School and the Rutgers Institute for
Information Policy and the Law, explained to the Task Force, many departments themselves often possess little
to no insight into the inner workings of the systems they employ and lack incentive to do so without explicit
transparency measures in place:
[A] more public and transparent and accountable process would also just look bad for [police
departments] everywhere, when they are kind of like, “I don’t actually know how this system works. We
are just using it because we got it for free, and we thought it would help.” When you don’t have data to
prove its efficacy as backup, which they often don’t, then it raises lot of good governance questions: like
why are you using these systems, why are public tax dollars being used for this?442
In addition to paying the companies to continue using the technology after the end of their free trial period,
some police departments also pay hefty subscription fees to these companies to upload police-generated
data.443 For example, documents obtained by a public records request from Wired in 2017 revealed that police
departments in Los Angeles were paying around “$122,000 each” for over one hundred Palantir servers in
order to “maintain intelligence data processing capacity and capability,”444 with the expectation that they
would purchase more as they continued to store and process data using Palantir’s software. Accordingly, the
companies have a financial stake in building police dependence on the technology, as well as the menu of other
related services.

2. Proprietary Algorithms and Frustrated Judicial Processes
Companies hide behind a number of legal tactics to protect their technologies from independent scrutiny.
They argue that revealing the software, training data, or other details underlying their product would damage
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their ability to develop and market their products. Critics believe that independent scrutiny would reveal the
infirmities of their products, thereby harming companies’ bottom line. In either case, the information remains
shielded from the public.
The use of nondisclosure agreements, the ability to dominate a particular market, and the shielding
of proprietary information all share a common feature: They exert an undue influence by private
companies on public police practices. That influence can and has resulted in real harms that affect legal
change, police oversight, and police accountability.445
Often, defense lawyers are not aware of or do not have access to information about the surveillance tools that
were behind their client’s arrest and prosecution. The lack of information is part of a larger trend in privatization
in the criminal legal system.446 The end result is that private companies have great deal of influence over the
indicators that will determine who is stopped, searched, and arrested, to the detriment, legal and otherwise, of
the accused. Elizabeth Joh lays out the problem:
Police that rely on big data tools to identify those people and places that deserve attention are using these
programs to help develop their own assessments about suspicion. These assessments in turn can help
develop the legal suspicion necessary to conduct stops, frisks, and arrests. At some point in the near future,
courts will have to determine whether an algorithm’s determination can form the basis, at least in part, of
Fourth Amendment suspicion.
If informants and tips can help develop reasonable suspicion, it is likely that courts will accept big data
analysis as another source of information for the police as well. The problem for courts and defendants
hoping to find out how a big data program has arrived at its conclusions is that the suspicion itself
has been outsourced, at least in part. How an algorithm recommended police attention to one person
or city block rather than another may be guarded as a “trade secret” that the algorithm’s creators are
unwilling to reveal.447
Thus, by outsourcing the elements of suspicion and then hiding those determinations between trade secret
claims, the judicial process is frustrated in its ability to assess the constitutionality of law enforcement actions.

3. Communities, Local Governments, and Police Departments
One of the overarching concerns reiterated to the Task Force about data-driven policing technology is the lack
of notice and information provided to impacted communities related to these tools. The relationship between
the private companies that build these tools and police departments is insular and exclusive. With exceptions in
a very small number of jurisdictions, police departments do not inform impacted communities of their desire to
deploy these tools, do not provide a justification to the impacted communities for the tools, and do not disclose
the actual use of these tools or the policies that govern their use (to the extent that there are any).
In turn, residents of impacted communities do not have the opportunity to learn about the technology, offer
input to police departments on proposals to deploy the technology, or provide any oversight of the police
department’s use of the technology once it has been deployed. Rather, residents are left in the dark. As Josmar
Trujillo told the Task Force, “We’ve…never been asked about what we think about [predictive policing] now that
it’s going forward. There’s been no input. There’s no side of predictive policing that is community based.”448 As a
result, data-driven policing technology exacerbates both the hyper-criminalization and hyper-marginalization
of these impacted communities. Residents have no voice in matters that impact their lives disproportionately.
The lack of transparency also undermines democratic governance. Not only are residents denied any
opportunity to be informed about and involved in the process of determining whether police departments
should be permitted to deploy data-driven technology in their communities, they are also shut out of
considering, and providing input on, critical questions that are central to accountability, transparency, and
democratic governance. One of these questions is: who will (or should) pay for these data-driven tools? Another,
perhaps more fundamental question is: what exactly do these tools do in and to the communities where they are
deployed? As Chad Marlow, senior advocacy and policy counsel at the ACLU, told the Task Force:
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Right now, we have the problem of not even knowing if this technology is being used, let alone having
the democratic principal of having the people and their elected officials have a voice in deciding
whether the benefits of using these technologies outweigh the risks, not just the benefits to law
enforcement, but the costs, and whether the risk can be appropriately reigned in.449
Recently, several communities have learned that law enforcement deployed data-driven technologies in the
places where they reside. In response, community stakeholders have been working at the local and state level on
advocacy efforts to pass laws and ordinances that would enforce democratic governance on data-driven policing
technology. Such laws often require the disclosure of any and all surveillance technologies that law enforcement is
considering for use — or is actually using, or has used — and the creation of systems to give community members
and legislators meaningful opportunities to weigh in on whether the technology should be deployed, how it should
be deployed, and whether it is being deployed as represented.

C. IMPACT ON YOUTH
Though children possess special protections in the juvenile court system, such as different sentencing
guidelines, an emphasis on rehabilitation over punishment, and criminal records that are sealed and typically
expunged once they turn eighteen years of age, many continue to be criminalized by highly secretive
data-driven policing technologies, tools, and programs that cause lifelong collateral consequences. These
inscrutable systems have been documented to be racially skewed, are riddled with errors, and have historically
included children as young as eleven years old. Moreover, users rarely notify minors of their inclusion or offer
them the ability to seek their removal from such systems.
As abundant research explains, the prefrontal cortex, which controls how individuals regulate emotions, control
impulsive behavior, and assess risk, does not fully develop until the age of twenty-five. Children cannot think
through the long-term consequences of their behaviors, nor can they fully understand the legal process, such
as Miranda warnings. However, many children continue to be treated as adults in the criminal legal system, in
violation of their fundamental rights to special protection and to be tried by a specialized juvenile justice system.
One such system is the gang database. The proliferation of gang databases has disproportionately impacted and
stigmatized Black and Latinx children. They also are disconnected from the realities of how youth live their
lives. Since the inception of these databases, “police officers have been racially profiling and tracking people –
primarily youth of color – suspected of ‘gang involvement’ often based on what they look like, where they live,
and how they dress.”450
Over three decades ago, the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department created the first gang database in the
country. Up until 2013, law enforcement agencies in California were, in fact, not required to inform minors
and their parents or guardians when an officer entered a minor into a gang database.451 These databases
allow law enforcement officers to share extensive information about gangs, and to “collect, store, and analyze
personal information about alleged gang members.”452 Many of them are “filled with the names and pictures
of thousands of young people of color who have not been convicted of any crimes”,453 as these databases have
proliferated and become more common, so have reports of the errors that they contain. With no “no clear,
consistent and transparent exit process” for those on the database, it can be assumed that a vast proportion of
those included were added in their teens and preteens.454
For example, CalGang, a database widely used in California, listed 42 infants under the age of 1 as active gang
members.455 The Chicago Police Department (CPD)’s database includes more than 7,700 people who were added
to the database before they turned 18, including 52 children who were only 11 or 12 years old at the time of
their inclusion.456 An investigation published by The Intercept identified hundreds of children between the
ages of 13 and 16 listed in the New York Police Department (NYPD)’s gang database in 2018.457 The Boston Police
Department (BPD) uses a point system to determine whether to include someone in its “Gang Assessment
Database”;458 making it possible for teenagers to be designated as gang members “simply because of the people
they’re being seen with,”459 and without any actual allegation of violence or criminal activity.
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This data provides “disturbing insights into the police targeting of young people,”460 and the ease with which
officers can add a minor to a database for having a tattoo symbolizing a gang, for wearing clothing associated
with a gang, or for repeatedly visiting “a gang area.”461 For example, in an interview with the Gothamist, activist
Shanduke McPhatter said that he became a target for the NYPD after being added to its gang database, with no
opportunity to appeal his designation as a gang member:
With gang sweeps, you’re talking about 16-year-olds, 18-year-olds, 20-year-olds, but because you put
them in the gang database, and swoop them in a group, now you’re taking massive amounts of people
out of communities, out of families.462
Because of the secrecy surrounding gang databases, some have even referred to them as hidden “surveillance tool[s] for monitoring children.”463 According to Rachel Levinson-Waldman at the Brennan Center for
Justice, this monitoring often takes place on social media, enabling officers to search a user’s publicly available
account and posts; set up an undercover account to interact with a targeted user; or use a search warrant to get
additional information about a specific user.464
For instance, in 2014, the NYPD and the Manhattan District Attorney’s Office prosecuted the largest gang case in
the city’s history known as the “Bronx 120” raid. The Bronx 120 raid, and the NYPD’s broader anti-gang tactics,
followed a 2013 class-action lawsuit that challenged the department’s use of stop-and-frisk,465 threatening
to foreclose the NYPD’s ability to monitor youth of color based on appearance and geography. In response,
the NYPD and the Manhattan District Attorney’s Office heightened their “efforts to understand, oversee, and
infiltrate the digital lives of teenagers,” 466 tracking the activity of children as young as 10 through social media
services like Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, and Instagram. In fact, though the youngest individual charged in the
Bronx 120 raid was 18 years of age, “because the conspiracy allegedly went back to 2007,” the average age of 110
of the defendants was only 14 at the time that prosecutors claimed a conspiracy was formed.467
In addition to creating fake accounts and sparking “online friendships to sidestep privacy settings,”468 these
“social media busts” join an escalating pattern of mass arrests by the NYPD where social media evidence and
conspiracy statues are used to arrest large numbers of defendants.469 Given their brain development and their
related impulsivity, children, adolescents, and young adults often do not understand the various ways their
social media posts can be interpreted, and how those interpretations can lead to law enforcement surveillance, arrest, and prosecution. Accordingly, the “mining of social media posts…is a recipe for abuse.” 470 In fact,
as Josmar Trujillo and Alex Vitale write, “[a] social media search on any given day can find hundreds, if not
thousands of posts referencing a gang, most of which are clearly not related to organized crime.”471
This mix of adolescence, law enforcement’s misinterpretations of their words and posts, and a racialized
criminal legal system have proved to be toxic for many Black and Latinx youth:
While there is a growing amount of research dedicated to deciphering how social media relates to gang
violence, little, if any, has sought to separate public expressions of “gangs” to actual violence. Amongst
youth, words are fluid and meant to be accessible to many. Police can, however, wittingly or unwittingly
take dangerous liberties by ascribing criminality or violence to these expressions. One recent report
found that police “massively overestimated the direct linkage between what someone does online and
what someone does offline.472
Furthermore, at least one expert has questioned whether violence could have been prevented if the NYPD and
the District Attorney had chosen to work with members of the community, rather than “secretly recording,
watching, and amassing information.”473 As K. Babe Howell, an associate professor at CUNY School of Law, wrote:
First, one may question the wisdom of watching, listening, spying, waiting and then using conspiracy
charges to link dozens of young people to offenses committed by others instead of intervening to defuse
the rivalry. Second, one may wonder how a military-style raid to accomplish regular law enforcement
goals affects police-community relations. Having obtained the indictment and surveilled the individuals
for years, why enter their homes wearing bulletproof vests, with firearms drawn, pointing weapons at
family members, while helicopters whir overhead?474
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Likewise, in Chicago, young men of color were
One of the main reasons is that these are not
overrepresented on the Strategic Subject List, which
records that are subject to expungement. They
ranked individuals with a criminal record from 1 to
500, based on their probability of being involved
are investigatory tools. It’s like if they had investiin a shooting or murder, either as a victim or an
gated you on a specific case, but you weren’t listed
offender,475 on the list, as they are in the CPD’s gang
publicly as a subject: you can’t get that expunged.
database. Unlike criminal registries, individuals
That doesn’t disappear from the police departcan be listed on Chicago’s gang database simply
ment’s files, and that information, like whether
by suspicion or association, rather than only after
476
you are in a gang or on the strategic subject list
they’ve committed a gang-related crime. An
investigation published by ProPublica found that
-- your criminal history, all of that is available to
the CPD’s gang database was not only “riddled with
the police anyway.
errors and illogical information that police officials
couldn’t explain,” but also that officers themselves
previously raised concerns over its fairness, accuracy, and constitutionality.477 The CPD has repeatedly declined
“to give the total number of juveniles it considers to be gang members” in its system; and in her 2018 meeting
with the Task Force, attorney Chaclyn Hunt suggested that it was unlikely that the CPD would ever take children
off of the gang database:
One of the main reasons is that these are not records that are subject to expungement. They are investigatory tools. It’s like if they had investigated you on a specific case, but you weren’t listed publicly as a
subject: you can’t get that expunged. That doesn’t disappear from the police department’s files, and that
information, like whether you are in a gang or on the strategic subject list -- your criminal history, all of
that is available to the police anyway.478
Critics have argued that gang databases, and the methods used to obtain intelligence and data for such systems,
function like “black boxes,” with little information available on how someone gets on or off these lists, making
them a prime tool for racial profiling.479 In an interview with The Intercept, attorney Anthony Posada noted
that initiatives like Operation Crew Cut were arguably intended to add Black and Latinx youth to the NYPD’s
expansive gang database:
[The data] confirms to us what we were suspicious about and wanting to know more about. It is confirmation that there are these active programs … that really destroy the ability to build community trust —
that are secretive, that are unconstitutional, that label people without an ability for them to be removed
from that data.480
Studies have also shown that once an individual is listed in a gang database, they will likely encounter increased
police attention and harassment. Since gang databases make gang identification information significantly more
accessible to law enforcement officers, this has resulted in the more widespread stopping of young people of color,
even without suspicion of criminal activity.481 Allegations of gang involvement have also been found to deter
students in Chicago from accessing their neighborhood schools, with researchers at the University of Illinois at
Chicago claiming that Chicago Public Schools can refuse to admit young people with alleged gang designations.482

D. IMPACT ON CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS AND THE CRIMINAL PROCESS
Data-driven policing has proliferated so quickly that solutions lag for the myriad constitutional rights that are
implicated by its deployment and use. The aggregation and classification of vast and disparate types of personal
information raises serious concerns about the First, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Fourteenth Amendment rights
of those suspected and accused in criminal cases. This section highlights some of the constitutional concerns
that arise with the use of these data-driven technologies, starting with Justice Brandeis’ dissent in Olmstead v.
United States, where he wrote:
The makers of our Constitution undertook to secure conditions favorable to the pursuit of happiness.
They recognized the significance of man’s spiritual nature, of his feelings and of his intellect. They
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knew that only a part of the pain, pleasure and satisfactions of life are to be found in material things.
They sought to protect Americans in their beliefs, their thoughts, their emotions and their sensations.
They conferred, as against the Government, the right to be let alone — the most comprehensive of
rights and the right most valued by civilized men. To protect that right, every unjustifiable intrusion by
the Government upon the privacy of the individual, whatever the means employed, must be deemed
a violation of the Fourth Amendment. And the use, as evidence in a criminal proceeding, of facts
ascertained by such intrusion must be deemed a violation of the Fifth. 483
Data-driven policing creates fertile ground for the types of intrusions and violations Brandeis identified nearly a
century ago, but solutions are not readily available.

1. Fourth Amendment
Data-driven policing raises serious questions for a Fourth Amendment analysis. Prior to initiating an investigative stop, law enforcement typically must have either reasonable suspicion or probable cause. Reasonable
suspicion, often described as more than a hunch but less than probable cause,484 requires that a law enforcement
officer have reason to believe that a particular person is involved in criminal activity.485 The question then
becomes: to what extent should an algorithm be allowed to support a finding of probable cause or reasonable
suspicion?
Does a person loitering on a corner in an identified “hotspot” translate to reasonable suspicion? What if an
algorithm identified that person as a gang member or someone likely to be involved in drug dealing or gun
violence? Can an algorithm alone ever satisfy the reasonable suspicion requirement? As Elizabeth Joh wrote,
Police that rely on big data tools to identify those people and places that deserve attention are using
these programs to help develop their own assessments about suspicion. These assessments in turn can
help develop the legal suspicion necessary to conduct stops, frisks, and arrests. At some point in the
near future, courts will have to determine whether an algorithm’s determination can form the basis,
at least in part, of Fourth Amendment suspicion. If informants and tips can help develop reasonable
suspicion, it is likely that courts will accept big data analysis as another source of information for
the police as well. The problem for courts and defendants hoping to find out how a big data program
has arrived at its conclusions is that the suspicion itself has been outsourced, at least in part. How
an algorithm recommended police attention to one person or city block rather than another may be
guarded as a “trade secret” that the algorithm’s creators are unwilling to reveal. 486
Given the possibility that algorithmic decision-making systems (ADS) are supported by outdated, inaccurate
and biased data and the inherent likelihood of false positives, Courts should not allow ADS outputs to
substitute for other Fourth Amendment analysis. Moreover, if algorithms rely on information obtained from
private data brokers that traditionally would require a warrant to access, then law enforcement essentially
performs an end-run around the Fourth Amendment by using those algorithms to draw conclusions about an
individual’s suspected criminality.487
Unfettered access to various data sets allows police officers to incorporate a far more detailed personal profile
into their reasonable suspicion database than would otherwise be available to them. Joh further explains that:
Automating the suspicion analysis — in whole or in part — could dramatically change policing. Some
information that previously would not have been known to individual officers, either because it was
unknown or because it would have been too cumbersome to retrieve quickly, becomes part of the
investigations process. Big data might also bring new and unexpected insights about criminal behavior.
The scale of automation also widens the scope of surveillance over many more potentially suspicious
persons.488
The result is a self-fulfilling prophecy. The mere fact of conducting stops can cause algorithms to double
down on a particular area as a hotspot, and then interpret the data about the stop as a further indication of a
person’s dangerousness, resulting in more policing of the same neighborhoods and increased police encounters
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for the same population.489 The lack of transparency and clarity on the role that predictive algorithms play in
supporting reasonable suspicion determinations could make it nearly impossible to identify a potential Fourth
Amendment violation.
Concerningly, even if a defendant were able to find inaccuracies or other faults stemming from database usage in
their own case, the exclusionary rule may not apply. In Herring v. United States, the Supreme Court held that a
defendant could not suppress evidence obtained in “objectively reasonable reliance” on a recordkeeping error in
a police database.490 An officer’s reliance might not be “objectively reasonable,” the Court suggested, where there
were “systemic errors” in the database.491 To prove systemic errors in a data-driven policing database, of course, a
defendant must first be given access to the underlying algorithms and data. Thus, Herring and the “trade secrets”
privilege have the potential to work in tandem to divest defendants of their Fourth Amendment rights.

2. Fifth Amendment
As was detailed previously, the use of data-driven policing technologies is often not publicly disclosed. Even
if the use of the technology is a matter of public record, the inputs used, training data and algorithms, are
proprietary and therefore shielded from scrutiny. This raises a number of due process issues that implicate a
person’s right to a fair trial.
Recall Kevin Vogeltanz discovered New Orleans’ use of Palantir’s Gotham program almost by accident. This
lack of notice and access leaves defense lawyers with no opportunity to inquire into what was behind law
enforcement’s actions and what led them to suspect and arrest the accused. This in turn raises serious due
process concerns.
In Brady v. Maryland,492 the Supreme Court found that when the government withholds evidence that is
material to a determination of either guilt or punishment, it violates the due process rights of the accused. In
a jurisdiction with a tool akin to Chicago’s Strategic Subject List or a gang database, lack of access prevents
defense lawyers from requesting information that would shed light on why their client appeared on the list and
whether there were others with higher “scores” or more suspect classifications, implicating the due process
rights the Court established in Brady. Without disclosure of the technologies involved, defense attorneys do not
have the opportunity to challenge whether the results or the tools themselves were inaccurate or improperly
deployed. As Michelle Fields noted to the Task Force:
In regards to due process, as of now, no one currently on the gang database list has a right to oppose it,
has a right to review it, has a right to even have an open hearing as to how they are able to now remove
their names from that database. What is happening when you use that information, especially for Black
and Brown communities, the collateral consequences are…barriers to housing, employment.493

3. Sixth Amendment
Algorithmic tools often use claims of proprietary software and trade secrets to shield their technology from
outside scrutiny. The companies that develop the tools conduct their own validation studies, rather than
rely on independent verification and validation, which is the accepted practice. Allowing companies with
a financial interest in the success of their tools to validate their own technologies with no outside scrutiny
is scientifically suspect.494 It also frustrates any defense effort to challenge the reliability of the science
underlying the novel software.
Two recent cases show that the tide is beginning to turn. In both New Jersey v. Pickett 495 and United States v.
Ellis, 496 the defense requested access to a company’s (TrueAllele) software source code. TrueAllele is used to
conduct a probabilistic genotyping analysis for mixed DNA samples. Both courts concluded that the defense
should be given access subject to a protective order. As the court in Pickett concluded, “anything less than full
access contravenes fundamental principles of fairness, which indubitably compromises a defendant’s right to
present a complete defense.”497 While these tools are distinct from data-driven policing technologies, decisions
establishing that software source code can be accessed in criminal cases sets a promising precedent for other
technologies claiming trade secret protections.
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Courts have the tools to ensure that corporate
interests do not undermine constitutional rights in
criminal cases. Creating these avenues for transparency and accountability will be a critical check on
data-driven policy technology.

4. Fourteenth Amendment

The concerns of constitutional law simply do not
map onto the ways in which race impinges on
algorithmic criminal justice. The result is a gap
between their legal criteria and their objects.…
The replacement of unstructured discretion with
algorithmic precision, therefore, thoroughly
destabilizes how equal protection doctrine works
on the ground.

As the Task Force heard throughout their investigation, data-driven policing tools often reinforce or
even exacerbate the racial biases that have always
existed in policing. The application of artificial
intelligence and machine learning to questions of
who is surveilled, stopped, questioned, arrested, and otherwise criminalized puts a finding of discriminatory
application of the law even further out of reach. According to legal scholar Aziz Huq:
The concerns of constitutional law simply do not map onto the ways in which race impinges on
algorithmic criminal justice. The result is a gap between their legal criteria and their objects.…The
replacement of unstructured discretion with algorithmic precision, therefore, thoroughly destabilizes
how equal protection doctrine works on the ground.498
This concern is particularly acute in a Fourteenth Amendment analysis where the assessment relies on discriminatory intent 499 as a threshold finding. The data-driven tools are structured in a manner by which bias is
buried beneath the technology. As Vincent Southerland told the Task Force:
If the police are shaping the data, then that data is going to shape what the police end up engaging in
or what they end up doing. […] In those instances [where] they were using the PredPol tool, …. what
you have is essentially a police officer being told, ‘Look, a crime is going to happen in this particular
community. Be on the lookout for crime.’ Almost priming them to engage in racial profiling and engage
in this heightened level of suspicion of individuals who are walking around. […] You’re almost priming
police to engage in this misconduct based on their own interactions with the community.500

Because any bias is filtered through an algorithm, critics have accused data-driven tools of “techwashing” 501
the biases inherent in the data. While machine learning is not advanced enough to formulate intent, “(i)n the
policing context, the unthinking use of algorithmic instruments will reinforce historical race-based patterns
of policing.”502 In order to address allegations of systemic bias in these algorithmic tools, attorneys will need to
litigate the intent standard out of the Fourteenth Amendment analysis and insist on a disparate outcomes test
when technology is involved.

5. First Amendment
Although First Amendment concerns are not primary in criminal prosecutions, there are several First
Amendment issues raised by data-driven policing programs and technologies. When people are criminalized
based on their associations and their participation on social media, they are subject to what Elizabeth Joh calls
the “surveillance tax.” As Joh writes, the intrusiveness of surveillance extends beyond arrest: “Knowledge of surveillance alone can inhibit our ability to engage in free expression, movement, and unconventional behavior.”503
In Stanford v. Texas,504 the Court found that Fourth Amendment protections are particularly sensitive
when First Amendment rights are also implicated, as police should not be the arbiters of First Amendment
protections. “The constitutional impossibility of leaving the protection of those freedoms to the whim of the
officers charged with executing the warrant is dramatically underscored by what the officers saw fit to seize
under the warrant in this case.”
Gang designations and inclusion on lists of potential offenders are often based on proximity, associations,
and social media interactions, rather than facts and evidence. The low bar for inclusion in such data bases,
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the lack of notice, and the inability to challenge one’s inclusion create circumstances where young people are
forced to live with the potentially life-changing consequences of such designations. Jarrell Daniels posed this
to the Task Force:
At what point is a person nonaffiliated anymore? And at what point are they removed from the database
system that NYPD is using? They never have answers for that. It’s like, you know, I’m going to be there for
the rest of my life, until I die.505
Even if the initial designation was based in fact and evidence, the opaque nature of inclusions in these
databases and the inability to challenge that inclusion do not reflect the reality that people change over time
and age out of crime. Taylonn Murphy put it this way:
How do you know, once you are on the database, how do you get off the database? We don’t even know
what’s going on with the database. I know I’m not the same person I was at 19 or 20 that I am now at
almost 50. And I know many of you guys aren’t the same person you was when you were in college or
when you were in high school.506

E. POLICE DEPARTMENTS AND JURISDICTIONS THAT HAVE ENDED OR DECIDED NOT TO PURSUE
DATA-DRIVEN POLICING
As law enforcement’s use of “advanced surveillance technologies like artificial intelligence and machine
learning” has increased dramatically over the past several years,507 “so has criticism based on the lack of
transparency and the potential for bias and abuse.”508 This is particularly true for technologies that rely on
algorithms, such as data-driven policing, as Malkia Cyril noted in their meeting with the Task Force:
So, the question becomes not, “Should technology have nothing to do with policing?” It’s more like,
“How can technology actually produce outcomes that are about justice, equity, and fairness?” And that
means that, one, we’d have to turn the tables on who the technology is supposed to help. If it’s there to
help police officers, then it’s actually going to replicate the dynamics of power and dynamics of inequity.
If it’s there to help those being policed, well, that might be different. And we ain’t seen that yet.509
More and more cities have recently begun to reassess their contracts and policies for data-driven policing technologies, after facing considerable criticism from communities, activists, technologists, academics, and even
the mathematicians who helped create the algorithms behind predictive policing.510 In 2019, the Los Angeles
Times reported that numerous police departments across the country were ending their contracts with PredPol
because they determined it did not help reduce crime and “that it provided information already being gathered
by officers patrolling the streets.”511 Earlier this year, a group of candidates running in the Manhattan District
Attorney primary promised to “sever ties” with Palantir and other companies that “offer invasive surveillance.”512 And as of January 2021, at least 25 municipal government entities have passed legislation governing
law enforcement’s use of new technology.513
This follows a growing shift to introduce legislation at the state and local level that would prohibit police
departments or other agencies from acquiring or using surveillance technologies without public input and the
approval of elected representatives. For example, the ACLU proposed sample legislation titled, “Community
Control Over Police Surveillance” (CCOPS), which would provide “local city councils control over the purchase
and use” of such technologies, in addition to insight into the “contracts between local police departments and
the private companies who develop these technologies.”514 Similar regulations have been adopted across the
country, with CCOPS serving as a model in many local municipalities.515
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CONCLUSION

The United States is at a critical and potentially galvanizing moment, with broad-based constituencies
coalescing around the need to break away from racialized policing that has confined communities of color.
The relationships between law enforcement and communities of color have long been broken. Efforts to
“fix” these relationships and to transform police were well underway in several communities throughout the
United States when Minneapolis police officers killed George Floyd on May 25, 2020, and Louisville police
officers killed Breonna Taylor in the early morning hours on March 13, 2020. Those two tragedies – which
follow the painful history of law enforcement killings of Black men, women, and children throughout U.S.
history – have broadened the clarion calls to radically transform, defund, and dismantle law enforcement.
While transformation, defunding and dismantlement carry different meanings, the bottom-line is that
the present moment presents a unique opportunity to join the broad-based efforts, anchored in impacted
communities and pushed by young leaders to change history: specifically, to transform the ways in which law
enforcement sees and interacts with communities of color.
Transformation in this context requires that all aspects of policing be examined, analyzed, and scrutinized. This
Report does so in the context of data-driven policing technology. As Aziz Huq writes, “Adoption of machine
learning within the criminal legal system changes the scale, reach, and operation of state power.”516 Not only
does it expand the scope of policing, it also exacerbates racial biases that are already baked into the system, as
Cathy O’Neil told the Task Force:
Historical data, and particularly the racist history of the broken windows theory of policing, that sort
of data artifact of that uneven racist policing system meant that hotspot policing, predictive policing,
was just going to recreate that system. Even if we don’t say we do broken windows policing anymore, we
actually still do it essentially because of the data artifact that we carry with us.517
Given the urgent needs to protect Black and Latinx communities from racialized policing, to protect the constitutional rights of individuals during police encounters, to protect the constitutional rights of individuals
charged with crimes, and to reduce mass incarceration and mass criminalization, the role of these technologies
must be scrutinized.
Simply put, law enforcement’s use of policing technology must help and not hurt impacted communities.
Any technology used by law enforcement must uplift the community, and respect the dignity and rights of
community members. Also, to ensure both fairness to individuals accused of crime and respect for their constitutional rights, any technology that police officers have used, in any way, against a person accused of a
crime must be made known to the defense attorney representing the accused and the court overseeing the
prosecution. The stakes are too high, and the relationships are too fragile to implement data-driving policing
technologies that fall short of these principles.
In light of these principles, the evidence presented to the Task Force, and the vast and continuously
emerging literature on data-driven policing that the Task Force has reviewed, the Task Force’s overarching
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recommendation is that the technologies and tools that support data-driven policing should not be used.
Police departments that are currently using these technologies should cease. For the most part, both private
companies and police departments have already developed and implemented many of these tools in secrecy,
without consulting with or even informing impacted communities, and with little to no oversight. This was
further emphasized by Malkia Cyril in their meeting with the Task Force:
The thing about predictive policing technologies is, again, people don’t know they’re being used. You
don’t know when they’re being used. You don’t actually even know how they influence the decisions that
police officers are making….It doesn’t matter what the specific tool is that’s being deployed. The fact is
that the dynamics of the over-policing continue, period; and any tool that’s introduced into that dynamic
will further it.518
Police departments have prioritized imposing these tools over forging the collaborative relationships with
communities that are necessary for policing reform and for effective policing. As Taylonn Murphy expressed
to the Task Force, police departments need to prioritize “community building,”519 rather than, as Scott Levy
explained, “flooding” communities with this type of policing just to further “[destabilize] the bonds and trust that
you need to actually build community power.”520
These tools broaden the net that hyper-criminalizes poor communities of color, especially Black communities,
in ways that further erode the dignity of individuals and families within these communities. They also
epitomize what Dr. Ruha Benjamin has referred to as “The New Jim Code” in which the “employment of new
technologies…reflect and reproduce existing inequities but…are promoted and perceived as more objective
or progressive than the discriminatory systems of a previous era.”521 In addition, the criminal legal system is
woefully unprepared to address these tools in the context of the due process and other constitutional rights
owed to individuals charged with crimes, or is otherwise uninterested in doing so. Overall, these tools suffer
from a lack of transparency, a lack of analysis, and a lack of accountability. They should not be used.
However, the Task Force is mindful of the blunt reality that big data tools and technologies are proliferating in police departments throughout the country. Technology and algorithms used to predict, infer, guess,
assess, and short-circuit are emerging rapidly in almost every stage of the criminal legal system, from arrest,
to bail, and to sentencing.522 While the harms and ineffectiveness of data-driven policing should cause police
departments to take deep pause and deploy other methods and strategies to serve and protect communities,
the Task Force anticipates that several police departments, other government entities, private companies,
and various decision-makers would assert, in essence, the need to continue to speed in the other direction.
Accordingly, the Task Force sets forth several alternative recommendations.
To arrive at these recommendations, the Task Force focused on the stated goals of the various technologies
being used, evidence of their effectiveness, and their potential shortcomings. The Task Force’s recommendations ultimately revolved around the implications of predictive policing algorithms and data-driven policing
technologies on how individuals are surveilled, investigated, charged, and prosecuted, specifically addressing
the impact of racial profiling, policing, and prosecution on historically overpoliced groups and communities
of color.
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TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS
ON DATA-DRIVEN POLICING
TECHNOLOGIES
1. Top-Line Recommendation
Police departments must not utilize data-driven policing technologies523 because they are ineffective; lack
scientific validity; create, replicate and exacerbate “self-perpetuating cycles of bias”524; deeply entrench existing
inequities in the system; hyper-criminalize individuals, families, and communities of color; and divert
resources and funds from communities that should be allocated towards social services and community-led
public safety initiatives.
While the Task Force believes these technologies should never be used, it is clear that these technologies are
being considered or have been implemented in cities and towns across the country. Lack of access and transparency will hamper defense lawyers’ ability to properly represent their clients. The following recommendations
are for areas that are already using these technologies. These recommendations are in no way intended to serve
as principles for implementing such technologies. Rather, they are mitigation efforts intended to ensure the
most transparency and equity for people ensnared by these technologies, and to give defense attorneys the
notice and transparency they need to defend their clients.

2. Governing Use
Police departments seeking these tools must not adopt any data-driven policing technology without first
meaningfully engaging the communities where it would be deployed and without first securing approval for the
technology from the elected governing bodies that represent the impacted communities.
This process must include the residents of the communities where the data-driven policing technologies would
be deployed, community organizations, organizations focused on youth from the impacted communities, and
attorneys with expertise in upholding the constitutional rights and civil liberties of residents from impacted
communities.
As part of engaging impacted communities about the proposed data-driven technology, resources must be
allocated to local governing bodies to host forums to present and describe the proposed law enforcement
technology to the residents of the impacted communities. These forums would also provide a space for
impacted communities and law enforcement to discuss the law enforcement need for the proposed technology,
detailing how the policies governing the use, scope, and limitations of the technologies would be implemented
within the defined law enforcement need. Resources and space should also be allocated to enable and empower
community members to provide feedback about the technology, and to address community concerns about
transparency, racial bias, and the impact of the proposed technology on civil liberties and constitutional rights.
If there is a majority consensus by state or local governments and impacted communities that the proposed
technology should not be used by law enforcement, then the technology should be prohibited.

3. Transparency
Prior to implementing any data-driven policing technology, law enforcement must adopt written policies
governing the technology’s use. Before adopting these policies, law enforcement departments must make draft
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policies available to the public, provide the public with opportunities to comment on the draft policies orally
and/or in writing, and incorporate public comments into the final policies. For any technology already in use but
lacking such policies, law enforcement departments should immediately implement clear public policies that
detail the parameters, requirements, and conditions of use.
Tech companies and developers of data-driven policing technologies have asserted trade secret evidentiary
privileges as reason to deny defense discovery requests and subpoenas.525 To facilitate transparency and avoid
the exclusion of highly probative evidence,526 companies that create and supply data-driven policing technology
must waive, or otherwise not assert, claims of “trade secret privilege.”527 They must also disclose the methodologies used to build the technology to law enforcement, the impacted communities where law enforcement
departments intend to deploy the technology, the legislative bodies that represent the impacted communities,
and the attorneys within the jurisdiction who specialize in criminal defense and civil liberties to ensure that the
technologies are scientifically sound, are employed as intended, and are limited in scope to meet the articulated
law enforcement need.
Any data-driven policing technologies that are used should undergo validation studies that allow them to be
subjected to a Daubert or Frye analysis. As matters of constitutional due process rights guaranteed by the Fifth
and Fourteenth Amendments, all individuals must be notified of their presence on data-driven databases that
law enforcement departments access and utilize, including gang databases, strategic subject lists, and other
data collected through social media monitoring. These individuals must also be provided the opportunity,
through a private attorney or, if they cannot afford an attorney, an appointed attorney, to challenge their
inclusion on such databases, the data accumulated from the databases, and law enforcement’s interpretation of
the data, as well as to seek removal from the databases.
All individuals, in accordance with constitutional due process rights guaranteed by the Fifth and Fourteenth
Amendments, must be notified of their removal from any data-driven databases that law enforcement
departments access and utilize, including, but not limited to, gang databases and strategic subject lists.

4. Race Equity
The analysis that jurisdictions undertake when considering whether to adopt any data-driven policing technology
must be conducted through a race equity lens and include a racial impact statement. The “racial equity impact
assessment”528 must be conducted by experts trained in institutional and structural racism, as well as the history
of racialized policing. These experts should work with legislators, law enforcement, and community members
to examine the racialized impact of the proposed data-driven policing technology. If the racial equity impact
assessment of the proposed data-driven policing technology concludes that use of the technology would harm the
impacted community, the technology should be prohibited from use by law enforcement.

5. Accountability
If, through the processes detailed in Recommendations #2, #3, and #4, data-driven policing technologies have
been approved, law enforcement departments must adopt and issue written protocols ensuring integrity and
accountability, to ensure that the departments and the impacted communities can continuously monitor and
otherwise gauge the use and effectiveness of these technologies.
Integrity and accountability measures must include data-keeping, annual departmental reports on the use and
accuracy of the technology, measuring and evaluating the effectiveness of the technologies through auditing,
and, based on the results of these accountability measures, determining whether the use of the technology
should be modified or discontinued. All reports, evaluations, data, and accountability measures produced in
relation to data-driven policing technologies should be made available to the public.

6. Resources and Access for Defense Attorneys
In accordance with the constitutional rights to discovery and confrontation guaranteed by the Sixth
Amendment, prosecutors must provide to defense counsel notice and a description of data-driven policing
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technology that law enforcement has employed or has otherwise relied upon in the case, as well as any data
based on the technology that the officers relied upon, assessed, or otherwise used in relation to the accused,
including Brady material and any other data accumulated against the accused. Defense counsel must then be
afforded time and resources to engage experts to analyze and interpret the data.
Defense lawyers must receive notice and training regarding the data-driven policing technologies employed
by law enforcement departments in their jurisdictions, including the federal and state constitutional rights
implicated by the technologies.
Defense lawyers should collaborate with other attorneys, technologists, and experts who understand the
data-driven policing technologies employed against their clients, and should seek to incorporate law enforcement’s use of the relevant tool(s) against their clients into all aspects of their representation.
Defense lawyers must have access to data-driven technology experts who can break down the technologies and
consult on defense strategies vis-à-vis the data-driven tools that law enforcement relied upon to suspect, surveil,
approach, or arrest, or otherwise employed against the accused.
Resources for public defenders and court-appointed counsel must be increased to respond to data-driven
policing technologies in order to meet their constitutional obligation to provide zealous representation to
clients impacted by these technologies.

7. Courts
Courts and prosecutors must be trained annually on the data-driven policing technologies employed by law
enforcement departments, including the federal and state constitutional rights implicated by the technologies.
Judges must assess the reliability of a data-driven policing technology employed against the accused before
determining whether it justified a Fourth Amendment intrusion. Data-driven technology must not form part of
an officer’s calculation of reasonable suspicion, unless the technology can be shown through typical evidentiary
burdens that it is reliable.
Law enforcement authorities cannot utilize or otherwise rely upon data-driven technologies, such as gang
databases, in any way that infringes upon the right to association guaranteed by the First Amendment.

8. Children and Youth
State and local jurisdictions must enact laws, policies, and protocols that protect the federal constitutional
rights, state constitutional rights, and dignity interests of children and youth who are implicated or otherwise at
risk of being criminalized by data-driven policing technology.
Law enforcement authorities should not include children under the age of 18 on any law enforcement database,
or otherwise accumulate or access data specific to children under the age of 18 through social media monitoring
or other data gathering practices.
Young people between the ages of 18 and 25 are especially vulnerable, disproportionately included on
data-driven policing databases,529 and therefore must be provided notice of their presence on any databases
that law enforcement departments access and utilize, including gang databases, strategic subject lists, and other
databases that incorporate social media monitoring. Individuals must be provided the opportunity, through
a private attorney or, if they cannot afford an attorney, an appointed attorney, to challenge their inclusion on
such databases, the data accumulated, and law enforcement’s interpretation of the data, and, also, to seek
removal from the databases.
An individual’s ability to challenge their designation and inclusion on such databases, the data accumulated,
and law enforcement’s interpretation of the data should be ongoing, particularly given the impact of law
enforcement interactions with children and youth on their personal development, self-esteem, and educational
outcomes — including school attendance, suspensions, expulsions, and matriculation — and the correlation
between these factors and involvement with the juvenile and criminal legal systems.
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Any data, records, or other information contained in any law enforcement database through any data-driven
policing technology and/or social media monitoring should be sealed and purged when the individual reaches
25 years of age, at which point the adolescent brain is fully formed.530
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APPENDIX
A. OVERVIEW OF TASK FORCE MEETINGS AND WITNESSES531
Task Force Call with Professor Andrew Ferguson (December 8, 2017)
• Andrew Ferguson, Professor of Law, University of the District of Columbia.
Task Force Meeting in Washington, D.C. (December 18, 2017)
• Sarah Brayne, Assistant Professor of Sociology, University of Texas at Austin.
• Andrew Ferguson, Professor of Law, University of the District of Columbia.
• Daniel Kahn Gillmor, Senior Staff Technologist, ACLU Speech, Privacy, and Technology Project.
• Rachel Levinson-Waldman, Deputy Director, Liberty & National Security Program, Brennan Center for
Justice at NYU School of Law. (Previously: Senior Counsel, Liberty & National Security Program, Brennan
Center for Justice at NYU School of Law.)
• David Robinson, Visiting Scientist, AI Policy and Practice Initiative, Cornell University’s College of
Computing and Information Science. (Previously: Managing Director, Upturn.)
• Jay Stanley, Senior Policy Analyst, ACLU Speech, Privacy, and Technology Project.
Task Force Meeting in Los Angeles, CA (February 8, 2018)
• Zach Friend, Second District Supervisor, Santa Cruz County Board of Supervisors.
• Jamie Garcia, Organizer, Stop LAPD Spying Coalition.
• Hamid Khan, Campaign Coordinator, Stop LAPD Spying Coalition.
• Brian McDonald, Chief Executive Officer, Geolitica.
• John Patzakis, Chief Legal Officer, X1. (Previously: Executive Chairman of the Board, X1.)
• Myla Rahman, District Manager to Senator Steven Bradford
• John Raphling, Senior Researcher, U.S. Program, Human Rights Watch.
• Jessica Saunders, Research Director, Council of State Governments Justice Center. (Previously: Senior Policy
Researcher, RAND Corporation.)
• Pete White, Executive Director, Los Angeles Community Action Network.
Task Force Call with Kristian Lum (March 29, 2018)
• Kristian Lum, Assistant Research Professor, Department of Computer and Information Science, School of
Engineering and Applied Science, University of Pennsylvania. (Previously: Lead Statistician, Human Rights
Data Analysis Group.)
Task Force Meeting in New York, NY (April 18, 2018)
• Henrik Chulu, Freelance Journalist and Digital Security Consultant.
• Cynthia Conti-Cook, Tech Fellow, Ford Foundation. (Previously: Staff Attorney, Special Litigation Unit, Legal
Aid.)
• Michelle Fields, Co-Supervising Attorney, Community Justice Unit, Legal Aid Society.
• Yung-Mi Lee, Supervising Attorney, Brooklyn Defender Services.
• Scott Levy, Chief Policy Counsel, Bronx Defenders. (Previously: Special Counsel to the Criminal Defense
Practice, Bronx Defenders.)
• Chad Marlow, Senior Advocacy and Policy Counsel, ACLU. (Previously: Advocacy and Policy Counsel, ACLU.)
• Matt Mitchell, Tech Fellow, Ford Foundation. (Previously: Hacker, CryptoHarlem.)
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Taylonn Murphy, Sr., Community Organizer and Activist.
Anthony Posada, Co-Supervising Attorney, Community Justice Unit, Legal Aid Society.
Jeffrey Ratcliffe, Professor of Criminal Justice, Temple University.
Rashida Richardson, Visiting Scholar, Rutgers Law School and Rutgers Institute for Information Policy and
Law. (Previously: Director of Policy Research, AI Now Institute at NYU School of Law.)
Vincent Southerland, Assistant Professor of Clinical Law and Director of the Criminal Defense and Re-Entry
Clinic at NYU School of Law.
Josmar Trujillo, Writer and Organizer.
Stephanie (Ueberall) Shaw, Project Manager, Council of State Governments Justice Center. (Previously:
Director of Violence Prevention, Citizens Crime Commission of New York City.)
Rebecca Wexler, Assistant Professor of Law, University of California-Berkeley, School of Law. (Previously:
Visiting Fellow, Information Society Project, Yale Law School.)

Task Force Meeting in Chicago, IL (June 7, 2018)
• Jeremy Heffner, Data Scientist, CentralSquare Technologies. (Previously: Product Manager and Senior Data
Scientist for Hunchlab, Azavea.)
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B. OVERVIEW OF STATE AND LOCAL LEGISLATION
Multiple cities and other localities have passed bills requiring transparency from law enforcement around
their use of new surveillance tools or technologies. These bills, known as Community Control Over Police
Surveillance (CCOPS) bills, typically impose several requirements for departments seeking to purchase or
acquire new surveillance technologies.532 First, most require that, with respect to each potential new surveillance technology, the department prepare an impact report and use policies. Second, almost all require elected
bodies (e.g., city councils) approve of the purchasing or acquisition of any new surveillance technology, often
based on an evaluation of the impact report and use policies. Third, many jurisdictions require annual reports
on approved surveillance technologies that provides details about each technology’s use. Fourth, several jurisdictions created enforcement mechanisms, including by conferring a private right of action for violations, and
there are three localities that created a suppression remedy. A list of municipalities that have adopted these
ordinances and relevant provisions and requirements appears below:

MUNICIPALITY/
JURISDICTION

PROVISIONS AND REQUIREMENTS

San Francisco, Cal.533

•
•
•
•

San Francisco Bay Area Rapid
Transit District, Cal.534

• Requires impact reports, use policies, and annual reports
• Requires Board of Directors approval
• Limited private right of action for violations

Oakland, Cal.535

• Requires impact reports, use policies, and annual reports
• Requires review and recommendation by privacy commission and
City Council approval
• Bans facial recognition technology
• Confers private right of action for violations

Berkeley, Cal.536

• Requires acquisition reports, use policies, and annual reports
• Requires review and recommendation by Police Review Commission
and City Council approval
• Bans facial recognition technology

Davis, Cal.

• Requires impact reports, use policies, and annual reports
• Requires City Council approval
• Confers private right of action for violations

Palo Alto, Cal.538

• Requires “surveillance evaluations,” use policies, and annual reports
• Requires City Council approval

537
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Requires impact reports, use policies, and annual reports
Requires Board of Supervisors approval
Bans facial recognition technology
Confers private right of action for violations

• Requires impact reports, use policies, and annual reports
• Creates a Privacy Advisory Board to review and make recommendations about proposed surveillance technologies
• Requires community meetings with opportunities to comment on
the proposed technologies
• Requires City Council approval
• Confers a private right of action for violations

San Diego, Cal.539

Santa Clara County, Cal.

• Requires impact reports, use policies, and annual reports
• Requires Board of Supervisors approval
• Limited private right of action for violations

New Orleans, La.541

• B
 ans facial recognition technology, predictive policing technology,
cell-site simulators, and characteristics tracking systems
• Mandates the creation of procedures to review the use of
“automated decision systems” “through the lens of equity, fairness,
transparency, and accountability”
• Does not otherwise require approval from City Council
• Suppression remedy available for violations

Cambridge, Mass.542

•
•
•
•

Requires impact reports, use policies, and annual reports
Requires City Council approval
Bans facial recognition technology
Confers private right of action for violations

Lawrence, Mass.543

•
•
•
•

Requires impact reports, use policies, and annual reports
Requires City Council approval
Confers private right of action for violations
Suppression remedy available for violations

Somerville, Mass.544

•
•
•
•

Requires impact reports, use policies, and annual reports
Requires City Council approval
Confers private right of action for violations
Suppression remedy available for violations

Grand Rapids, Mich.545

• Requires use policies and protocols
• Requires City Commission approval

New York, N.Y.546

• R
 equires impact reports, use policies, and annual audits by
Inspector General
• Requires public comment on any proposed technology before
submission to the City Council and Mayor
• Does not require City Council approval

540
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Yellow Springs, Ohio547

• Requires use policies and annual reports
• Requires Village Council approval

Pittsburgh, Penn.548

• R
 equires impact and use policies for “predictive policing
technology” and “facial recognition technology”
• Requires City Council approval
• Does not impact data available through other government entities or
intergovernmental agreements

Nashville, Tenn.

• R
 equires Metropolitan Council approval for new surveillance technologies to be used on any “public right-of-way”
• Bans license plate scanners

Seattle, Wash.550

• Requires impact reports that include use policies and annual reports
• Requires annual “equity impact assessment”
• Requires community meetings with opportunities for public
comment
• Requires City Council approval
• Creates a Community Surveillance Working Group that provides
independent impact reports
• Limited private right of action for violations

Madison, Wis.551

• Requires use policies and annual reports
• Requires Common Council approval
• Permits the mayor and Common Council to require resident
feedback and comment for selected technologies

549
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C. OVERVIEW OF POLICE DEPARTMENTS THAT HAVE SUSPENDED OR TERMINATED CONTRACTS
WITH DATA–DRIVEN POLICING PROGRAMS

POLICE DEPARTMENT

TERMINATION OR SUSPENSION OF DATA–DRIVEN POLICING

Santa Cruz Police Dept.

The Santa Cruz Police Department, which began predictive policing with
a pilot project in 2011, had previously placed a moratorium on the practice
in 2017, and the city ordinance implemented in 2020 bans the practice
permanently.552

Oakland Police Dept.

The Oakland City Council voted unanimously to ban the use of biometric
technology and predictive policing technology in January 2021, and it is
the first city in the nation to put such bans in place.553

New Orleans Police Dept.

The New Orleans City Council passed an ordinance in December 2020
that regulates certain parts of the city’s surveillance system and places an
outright ban on specific pieces of surveillance technology, including facial
recognition software and predictive policing.554

Hagerstown Police Dept.

The Hagerstown Police Department canceled its $15,000-a-year software
service in 2018 after a study commissioned by the department found that
“crimes reported at a police station had skewed the data and predictions,”
in addition to lacking effectiveness.555

Pittsburgh Police Dept.

In June 2020, the City of Pittsburgh suspended its predictive policing
program due to alleged concerns about racial bias, and the current
ordinance states that the public safety department cannot obtain, retain,
access, or use neither facial recognition technology nor predictive
policing technology.556

Milpitas Police Dept.

The Milpitas Police Department terminated their contract with the
predictive policing program, Geolitica, one year into their three-year,
$37,000 contract because “the minimal benefit did not justify continuing
costs.”557

Rio Rancho Police Dept.

The Rio Rancho Police Department terminated their contract with the
predictive policing program Geolitica because it “never panned out,” “it
didn’t make much sense to [the department]”, and because “it wasn’t
telling anything [the department] didn’t know.”558

Mountain View Police Dept.

The Mountain View, Calif., Police Department discontinued their contract
with the predictive policing program, Geolitica, after spending more than
$60,000 on the program between 2013 and 2018 because the “results
were mixed.”559

Palo Alto Police Dept.

After three years, the Palo Alto Police Department suspended their
contract with the predictive policing program, Geolitica, because they
“didn’t find it effective,” “[they] didn’t get any value of it,” and “it didn’t
help [the department] solve crime.”560
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to safeguard those rights, and provided legal and technical assistance to educate defense practitioners in
addressing the use of these tools and techniques. To arrive at these recommendations, the Task Force focused
on the stated goals of the various technologies being used, evidence of their effectiveness, and their potential
shortcomings. The overarching principle driving the Task Force’s evaluation and recommendations were the
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of policing and prosecution on historically overpoliced groups and communities of color.
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